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Foreword

Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language is a comprehensive annotated bibliography covering materials produced between the years 1953 and 1963. It is published in two parts, one devoted to text materials, readers, dictionaries, and tests, and the other to background materials in linguistics, the English language, the psychology of language learning, and the methodology of language teaching. Supplements to Reference List will be published periodically.

Work on the bibliography started in 1959 as a project of the Center for Applied Linguistics of the Modern Language Association of America. Later it became part of the Survey of Second Language Teaching conducted by the Center, with British and French cooperation, under a grant from the Ford Foundation. One of the aims of the survey was to investigate the nature and extent of resources for the teaching of English as a foreign language. The bibliography was at that time envisioned as a joint effort between the British Council and the Center, with the British Council covering materials produced in the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth, and the Center covering materials produced elsewhere. Since then the British Council has been publishing its own English-Teaching Bibliography in fascicles, and the Center has attempted to cover the whole field, including British works.

A number of bibliographies, published by the Center, have already resulted from the material accumulated for Reference List. One of the most widely circulated of these is the Interim Bibliography on the Teaching of English to Speakers of Other Languages, a selected list of 145 items, published in 1960 and now in its third printing. Another is 30 Books for Teachers of English as a Foreign Language, (3rd ed., 1963). Aural Aids in English for Foreigners, (2nd ed., 1964) and Visual Aids for English as a Second Language (1964) were also to a large extent based on the materials accumulated for this bibliography. Other unpublished lists have been prepared for government agencies, special conferences, exhibits, etc.

In preparing Reference List of Materials for English as a Second Language, existing bibliographies such as those of R. Lado (1955), H. S. Baker (1959), and M. Frank (1960), as well as the bibliographies of the United States Information Agency and the British Council were consulted. Periodicals, journals of abstracts, especially MLabstracst and English-Teaching Abstracts, and unpublished lists such as that supplied by C. H. Prator of the University
of California at Los Angeles were also consulted. By far the largest source of material was the library at the Center which possesses a unique collection consisting of some 2500 volumes on the teaching of English as a foreign language.

Our aim in Reference List has been to give as much information as possible on materials produced or published between 1953 and 1963, i.e. the period the bibliography is intended to cover. However, a number of “classics” have been included, as well as a few other works of particular value or interest which fell outside this time limit. Also, in categories where there was an abundance of material, a degree of selectivity has been possible. Some of the materials collected, such as contrastive studies of English and other languages, have been incorporated into other publications of the Center. Other materials, e.g. educational systems in various areas of the world, have been omitted from the present bibliography, and will, we hope, be published separately. The annotations are, as far as possible, descriptive rather than evaluative. Inclusion in this bibliography does not imply that the material is recommended by the Center and the potential user is urged to examine each text carefully before deciding on its adoption.

The selection and editing of the entries, the organization of the bibliography, and supervision of the project from the start has been the responsibility of the Editor, who has been aided in this work by the efforts and cooperation of a number of people. The majority of entries were annotated by Mr. Roman Retman and Dr. Mary Lu Joynes, both of whom devoted their full time at the Center to this work. Miss Julia Sableski supplied a large number of annotations in addition to her other duties at the Center. Mrs. Charles W. Kreidler, assisted by Miss Beryl Dwight, annotated and edited a number of entries, but her chief responsibility was for preparing the materials for publication. Thanks are due Mrs. Helen Chavchavadze, who annotated most of the materials intended for Russian speakers, and also to Dr. Pauline Rojas, Mrs. Rowena Adamson, Dr. Harvey Sobelman, and Dr. William W. Gage for their help with annotations. A word of special appreciation should go to Miss Grace Robertson for her patient checking, re-checking, and typing of most of the entries prior to publication. Finally, special thanks are due Dr. Charles A. Ferguson, Director of the Center, for his encouragement, and suggestions and criticisms in matters of selection and organization, and to Mr. Frank A. Rice, head of the Publications Section, and his staff, in particular Miss Susan Zimmerman, for final preparation of the manuscript.
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Introduction

The material in this volume is divided into six sections: general text material; text material for specific language backgrounds; text material for specialized fields; American readers; dictionaries; and tests. The annotations include, as far as possible, such matters as level of instruction, age group for which the text is intended, and particular areas which the text covers, such as grammar, pronunciation, composition, drills and exercises, vocabulary, reading selections, cultural content, etc. Where there are accompanying audiovisual aids, this information has also been included in the annotation.

The first section, that of general text material, is devoted to materials prepared for multilingual situations or for the general student of English, with no particular language background in view. It also includes some texts not necessarily intended for foreign students, such as those preparing students for the British General Certificate of Education (GCE). These have been included for the benefit of American teachers going to teach in schools overseas where students are expected to sit for such examinations.

The second section, which consists of texts intended for special language or cultural backgrounds, is arranged alphabetically according to the language background. Some of these languages are grouped together geographically, such as the languages of the Philippines or the languages of India. Readers intended for speakers of the various languages have been included along with textbooks. Some of the materials in this section are included because they constitute the main or in some cases the only materials in certain categories. Some of these materials are out of date and reflect approaches that may no longer be acceptable. Others, e.g. some texts produced in the Soviet Union, reflect a point of view that is sometimes alien and even counter to western values.

The third section consists of texts for specialized fields. These include materials for students of science and technology, medicine, engineering, mining, economics, commerce, international relations, students in various armed forces, in secretarial training, etc.

The other three sections in this bibliography are devoted to readers, dictionaries, and tests. Because of the limitations of space, the section on readers contains only American readers. These are comparatively few in number and more like courses than readers as generally understood, since they often contain many exercises. No attempt has been made to list the very numerous materials in this category prepared in Britain or the Commonwealth. The section on dictionaries contains no bilingual items, and a very difficult choice had to be made to limit the number of entries to twenty from the many good dictionaries that are available. All the tests included here are to the best of our knowledge in use at the present time.

Reading material in graded vocabulary for beginning adults in the U.S. Each chapter contains a conversation, substitution practice, pronunciation exercises, reading selection, and topics for class discussion. Brief appendix provides minimal hints for correct spelling.


A graded textbook based on the oral approach. For beginning adult students in the United States. The sentence is the unit of instruction. Vocabulary related to needs of new Americans. Question-and-answer patterns and short dialogs for memorization. Reading material based on preceding oral work. Brief sections on the most common pronunciation errors, but teacher is expected to supplement and act as model. Illustrations used as teaching aids.


For oral and written practice at intermediate level. Part I: "Exercises in English Structure" mainly on question tags, pronouns, prepositions, auxiliaries, sequence of tenses, word order, and indirect speech. Part II: "Exercises in English Vocabulary" on more difficult words from Thorndike and Lorge's first three thousand. Suggestions to teacher on method of presentation.


Intended for adult students. Large variety of exercises for oral practice. Exercises divided into three sections: elementary, intermediate and advanced. Many of these based on "structure counts" (imitation of word-counts) which the author carried out while listening to the speech of educated English people. Traditional grammatical terminology used, but order of presentation is unusual. Key to exercise obtainable separately.


Special school version of *Living English Structure* by the same author. Subject matter made suitable for pupils, fuller notes, new exercises added, and "advanced" exercises omitted. Appendix on "Clauses." Index.


A graded set of supplementary exercises for intermediate students. Exercises divided into three sections concerned with stress, rhythm, and intonation.


Twenty-five dialogs between foreigners and Americans provide vocabulary and topics for conversation. Exercises on content, related subjects and vocabulary. Cultural content, though U.S. oriented, covers a variety of subjects and places.


A series of textbooks on spoken English prepared under the auspices of the American Council of Learned Societies. The plan of these books, nearly the same for each, was worked out at Cornell University by a group of American linguists on the bases of the Trager-Smith analysis of English phonology and experience gained with the spoken language textbooks during the early 1940's. A general teacher's manual *Spoken English as a Foreign Language,* by W. E. Welmer, was published in 1953 by ACLS in Washington. The texts are designed for adult students. Translation of the text material in the lessons and extensive explanations in the native language are supplied. English orthography and transcription appear side by side in the lessons, but only the transcription is explained. Drills cover all aspects of American pronunciation. These points are introduced by using a large number of English words which are not to be learned but which serve only as models of pronunciation. Basic patterns of spoken English are covered in the grammar drills. No provision is made for written exercises. Each book is accompanied by a set of records, but text can be used without records.

GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL

Beginners' texts for primary school children produced in two editions, one general and the other specifically for Catholic schools. Pictures and classroom activities used to drill children in vocabulary, formulas of politeness, and a few structural patterns. Teacher's Manual: Separate manuals for both Catholic and general versions. General introduction includes aims of the texts, basic assumptions, general principles of methodology and some attention to pronunciation (IPA transcription). Each manual provides lesson by lesson guide to the use of materials in the texts.

Texts for adult immigrants to Australia based on the Recommended Syllabus in English published by the Commonwealth Office of Education which sets out an order of introduction of the structural forms of English based on "considerations of difficulty, frequency and logical progression." These two texts cover the elementary and intermediate parts of structures in the syllabus. Lessons are intended to be given orally, but after each presentation the book provides visual re-presentations of work with pictures and diagrams, reading selections, and exercises. First part of Teacher’s Book contains a general introduction to Situational Method on which books are based. Detailed suggestions on the teaching kit, unit for review, presentation, and drilling. Particular difficulties of such language backgrounds as Dutch, Italian, Greek are pointed out. Guidance on controlled reading material, "sec.:" dictations, English for social use, etc. For teaching pronunciation uses transcription and gives explanations and suggestions. The Language Picture Series contains supplementary drill suggestions.

For advanced students. Part I contains essays on "Language and National Character," "Written and Spoken English — Two Different Languages?" "The Vocabulary and Syntax of Conversational English" and "A Practical Approach to Conversation." Part II has test papers with many exercises.

"A selection of passages of modern dialogue for oral practice in reading and the précis and comprehension of conversational English." Designed for advanced foreign students who have a sound grammatical knowledge of English but want to acquire an adequate familiarity with contemporary spoken language. Includes an essay on English intonation, and a number of selected texts intended for practice in conversational English, intonation and idiom. Exercises and conversation guides follow selections.
Exercises in British English pronunciation of segmentals for intermediate and advanced students. Each sound is presented in modified IPA transcription and illustrated in sentences, rhymes, and reading practices which vary in level of difficulty. Use of transcription is very limited.

Berlitz Direct Method approach. Lessons consist of reading text and questions on its content. Cultural content American. Illustrations used for instructional purposes.

A textbook of educated American English for the advanced foreign student at an American college or university. Divided into two parts: "Discussion and Exercises in Speaking" and "Exercises in Listening." Phonetic transcription used for description of segmentals. Appendix includes additional exercises and a selection "Acres of Diamonds" by Russell H. Conwell for practice in sustained discourse.

For advanced students. Deals primarily with written English, although the first section contains a limited treatment of spoken British English. The brief grammatical explanations are traditional, with illustrations for each rule given. The section "Studies in Technique" includes chapters on the précis, paraphrasing, and essay-writing. Part three, "Studies in Literature," deals with prose style, verse-forms, literary criticism, and a reading list in English literature.

Drill book for beginners adapted in part from R.J. Dixson, *Complete English Course Book I*. Fifty lessons, most of them featuring an item of grammar, with numerous drawings and exercises. Vocabulary of about 800. Grammatical explanations introduce each lesson.

For advanced students. Discusses and illustrates the uses of the past and present tense, prepositions, ways of expressing future, various idiomatic words and phrases, as well as letter writing and problems facing a foreign student in England. Offers suggestions for reading. Appendix contains glossary of grammatical terms and exercises with answers for each chapter.
Proceeds from transcribed sounds with modified Trager-Smith notation to spelling regularities of highest frequency. Lessons are designed to correlate with Conversations of Sawyer and Silver.

Course in American English pronunciation. For use with the Speechphone Method Record Albums—three 12 in. LP’s for each stage with spaces allowed for student’s repetitions. Each lesson devoted to a particular speech sound and illustrated with words, phrases, and sentences. Spoken Word List: Dictionary of 3000 words with devised transcription and explanations.

Modeled after same series intended for Spanish-speaking children. (See Vamos a aprender el inglés, first 5 books only, Lima, 1955.) Content of either series is the same, with some Spanish glossing in the Spanish series. Each book contains bold, colorful illustrations for children. Some instructions to pupils and teacher. Needs supplementing with oral work by the teacher.

Designed for oral work with pupils who already know some English. Exercises should provide about two years’ work, to a vocabulary of about 700 words. There is a section of notes for the teacher. Material deals with the classroom and everyday life.

For native speakers of British English but of interest to foreign students preparing for similar examinations. First four parts deal with composition, comprehension and précis, the use of words, and grammar. Various exercises with each section. Treatment of grammar is traditional. Part Five offers various passages for study with exercises, mostly from past examination papers.

An introductory text, with controlled vocabulary, designed to give pre-planned lessons in teaching understanding, speaking, reading, and writing everyday British English. Lessons include reading passages, conversations, pattern drill, word-lists, and exercises. Some IPA transcription. Contains two grammar summaries and list of sentence patterns. Index to exercises and word-list.

Intended for students with some knowledge of English. Uses traditional terminology and many examples to explain use of each part of speech in modern spoken English. Final chapter on idioms, with uses of over 50 words illustrated and explained. Contains no exercises.


Exercises in "grammar, construction, idiom, précis-writing and comprehension" for intermediate level. Two levels of difficulty in exercises: higher and lower. Section One has material on the parts of speech, Section Two on the tenses, Section Three on Syntax, and Section Four contains passages for précis and interpretation. Separate Key to the Exercises.


For adult foreigners preparing for the Cambridge Lower Certificate Examination. Material covers articles and possessives, auxiliaries and anomalous finites, passive voice, relative clauses, word-order, infinitives and gerunds, tenses, conditionals, prepositions, phrasal verbs, punctuation, spelling, word-building. Exercises and passages for dictation, comprehension, and précis.


A set of beginning lessons divided into several parts, each fifth lesson being a review. Approach is basically oral. Exercises consist principally of repetition and memorization. No transcription. Numerous short exercises.


Elementary course in English for immigrants to New Zealand using situational method. Reading texts and exercises. British and New Zealand cultural content.


For foreign students coming to study in the U.S. Based on the Trager-Smith four-stress and four-pitch-level system. Four major and five minor intonation patterns presented with oral drills mainly for laboratory but also for classroom practice. Stress and pitch marked with dots and horizontal lines.


Dialogs, illustrated by means of dots on musical staff to indicate stress and intonation, cover everyday situations. Drills provided for individual words as well as for sentences. Records available.


Reference book for intermediate students. Lists over 2600 phrases arranged according to the "head-word" or "most distinctive" word of the phrase. Fill-in-the-blank exercises.


Numerous exercises with little discussion, designed to give advanced students maximum practice on grammar (including mechanics), vocabulary, and spelling. Introduction to the use of the exercises, plus cross-references to Crowell's *Index to Modern English,* Fuller and Wasell's *Advanced English Exercises,* and Taylor's *Mastering American English.* Also includes a general index.


Based primarily on dialog practice to illustrate points of pronunciation and structure. Has introduction for teacher and pupil and an inclusive index. Begins with intonation, works through segmental phonemes with articulatory diagrams and some IPA transcription, and through stress-groups and some derivational endings. A great deal of useful drill material.


A reference and review grammar arranged alphabetically by topic under such headings as abbreviations, capitalization, colon, numbers, parts of speech, prepositions, pronunciation, etc. Material keyed for use with Crowell, *Workbook for Notes on English* and Fuller and Wasell, *Advanced English Workbook.* Some transcription (Kenyon and Knott). Detailed index referring to both pages and sections.


For students who are fairly advanced, but need work on pronunciation. Numerous explanations, diagrams, charts, minimal pairs and triplets, and practice sentences. Kenyon-Knott transcription. Includes dialogs and quotations to be memorized.

An introductory “direct method” text. Most work (lexical items) introduced by pictures, with short grammatical notes, reading, exercises, and vocabulary lists. Review sections scattered throughout the volume. Appendix has transcription chart (modified IPA), the alphabet, vocabulary, principal parts of verbs, some conjugations, and an index. Also available in Spanish version: *El inglés en acción*.


The dialogs contain useful information about American manners and what Americans say and do in numerous daily-life situations.


A graded textbook of grammar exercises proceeding from elementary to more advanced materials. Teacher to provide additional oral drills on each grammar point studied. Dictation exercises and review recommended. Appendix provides a list of principal parts of irregular verbs and sample conjugations.


A set of graded cumulative English texts for junior high or high school students. Approach essentially audio-lingual, with provision for reading and writing in the more advanced lessons. *Book 1* is foundation work in basic structures, pronunciation (modified IPA transcription) and intonation. *Book 2* expands vocabulary and structures, as does *Book 3*. *Book 4* is planned as a reader intended to review material already studied. Vocabulary strictly controlled in all volumes. Numerous exercises of various types.


Workbooks on grammar, common usage, idioms and vocabulary, intended as a supplement to *Beginning Lessons in English* by Fisher and Dixson. One volume covers elementary to intermediate; others cover intermediate to advanced. Exercises and drills for practice. Answer book available.


A drill book for advanced students containing different types of exercises designed to give the student practice “in the use of the particular grammar or idiomatic principle being studied.” Appendix contains sample conjugations, principal parts of common irregular verbs and an index.


A continuation of *Beginning Lessons in English*, by Fisher and Dixson. Each lesson consists of three parts: pronunciation, grammar, reading and conversa-
sation. Each pronunciation section deals with an individual sound which the student is to practice in isolated words and in sentences. The reading sections are followed by questions for conversation and vocabulary study.

Fifty-four lessons containing one hundred and twenty grammar points, each followed by practice exercises designed to develop oral use of the language.

Designed for students who have some knowledge of English. Intended for a full year’s complete course, it has sections that provide for listening, comprehension, reading, grammar, phonology and writing. Cultural content distinctly American. Grammar on the whole traditional, though sections are devoted to teaching and practicing structure patterns. Comparable to a college course for American students.

An oral and situational method course for adults which may be used for self-study. Some attention to segmental sounds at the beginning. Vocabulary adapted to typical everyday situations. In vocabulary at end, entries are classified into “indispensable”, “essential” and “reading” words.

A reference and review grammar of British English for advanced students. Grammatical material quite traditional in approach. Numerous exercises with Key published separately. Also sections on common errors, words commonly confused, review exercises, précis or dictation passages, pronunciation exercises, essay subjects, examination papers. Extensive index.

Intended to teach educated spoken and written British English with emphasis on colloquial idiom to adults. Vocabulary restricted and roughly based on Michael West’s A General Service List of English Words. Grammar graded, explained in simple traditional terms, illustrated, and extensively practiced in oral and written exercises. Teacher’s Books give suggestions on use of texts and supply a key to exercises. Records for use with course available (Linguaphone). Similar texts have been produced by Eckersley in association with others for Polish, Spanish, Norwegian and Dutch speaking students.

A reference grammar for candidates for British examinations, use in class, or students working on their own. Detailed explanations of many points of


Programmed workbooks for self-study by beginning adults. Uses a modified "scrambled item technique" to give students additional practice on items answered incorrectly. Each book contains ten units on such topics as Greetings, Telling Time, Meeting a Friend, Visiting the Doctor, Asking Favors, Music and Literature, etc. Designed for use with the six textbooks to be published in this series, but may be used independently. Also projected for this series are 180 tape recordings, five graded readers, and a teacher's manual. It is planned that the Collier-Macmillan English Program will also include: *The Key to English Series* which will contain ten volumes covering adjectives, prepositions, verbs, two-word verbs, idioms, nouns, letter-writing, and vocabulary, (forthcoming 1964); *Special English Series* which will contain 14 volumes covering medicine, air, journalism, engineering, international trade, agriculture, travelers and business and commerce (six vols. forthcoming 1964); *Series of Graded Readers* which will contain twenty volumes, half original readers and half simplified, mostly in the 2000-4000 word range with exercises and questions for discussion (ten vols. forthcoming 1964).


A six-year course in English for schools, with two books for each year. In *Books 1-6* emphasis is on the spoken language, with more extensive comments on grammar appearing in *Books 7-8* and exercises on vocabulary and composition predominating in *Books 9-12.* New structures and vocabulary are introduced in dialog and pattern sentences, with practice provided by substitution, completion, conversion, and question-and-answer exercises. Numerous black and white drawings illustrate the dialogs and reading passages and explain the meanings of words in the pronunciation exercises. Teacher's manuals and Keys to exercises in separate volumes.


A series of carefully controlled lessons with accompanying tapes. *Teacher's Manual* accompanies elementary phase of series with notes on language teaching, description of course materials, and a guide to the use of the materials. *Lessons in Part 1* of the elementary phase contain dialogs, basic sentences for vocabulary and grammatical patterns, and drills for repetition practice. *Part 2* contains additional dialogs, basic sentences, and drills, as well as conversation practice, participation drills, and reading passages. Volume 1 (Intermediate) assumes some knowledge of English, though it gives practice on elementary matters. Major emphasis is on oral-aural training via dialogs, conversation practice, listening to reading with comprehension tests. Some material for pattern practice and "homework." Volume 2 (Advanced I) is
designed for an intensive 4-6 week course (20-30 hours per week) with both written and spoken materials. Usual drills, etc. Volume 3 (Advanced 2) built on the same lines. Emphasis here is primarily on aspects of American education, especially at the university level. Volume 4 also has material on note-taking and preparation of papers. Also Instructor’s Supplement for this volume. Each text is prefaced by suggestions to the teacher on the use of the materials.

An intensive course of study for use with tutorial tapes of the same series. Material introduced in dialog form with questions, dictation and comprehension exercises, all of which are taped. The volume is essentially a script of the tapes. Detailed instructional explanations for use of the tapes included.

Two-and-a-half-hour papers intended for review for the General Certificate of Education at the Ordinary Level. Prose passages and short poems with questions for comprehension, composition, punctuation, vocabulary, sentence construction, etc.

Designed for pupils from ten to sixteen who are not native speakers of English, but are living in the United States and attending American schools. Approach is “oral” and “direct,” making the transition to reading and writing as soon as students have mastered some basic structures and vocabulary. Explanations and suggestions to teachers and instructions for use of text in a variety of situations. Introduction of new material is controlled and well-illustrated.

Fifty-two lessons designed to give the student speaking practice “with a minimum of grammar.” Some illustrations for instructional purposes and some information about the United States. Contains an appendix with the principal parts of irregular verbs and sample conjugations. The *Regents English Workbook-Book I* by Dixson is intended to supplement this text.

For foreign students from beginning to fairly advanced levels. Sentence patterns arranged in graded succession of substitution tables. Fifty tables, each providing for the construction of many sentences through substitution of components. Stress on establishing linguistic habits through repetition and memorization rather than study of grammatical rules.


Contains a series of pictures, instructions for their use, and exercises for use in the beginning and intermediate stages of English. Although designed to be used with the Progressive Oxford English Course, it could be used with other materials. Orientation is primarily British. No transcription or work on pronunciation included.


An advanced review and exercise book for adults. Contains numerous examples and drills on grammar, vocabulary and writing (including model compositions), and spelling. Cross references to Crowell, Index to Modern English and Taylor, Mastering American English. Preface on the use of the material by Thomas Lee Crowell, Jr., who is editor of text.


For advanced foreign students. Suggestions on the choice of vocabulary, building sentences and paragraphs, on narrative, descriptive, expository and reflective writing, and on style in general. Many illustrative passages. Exercises include substitution, completion, correction, arrangement and expansion of sentences, description, narration, criticism, etc.


A traditional explanation for advanced students of the types of written English sentences. Examples taken from the works of modern authors. Exercises in sentence construction and description follow each of the ten chapters.

A widely-used British course for secondary schools. Lessons follow a general pattern which consists of a reading selection followed by many exercises and a passage for dictation. The major structures of English are covered by the end of Book Two, and extended vocabulary work follows in Book Three. A revised edition is appearing (1958—). *New Rapid Version* also appearing (1960—).


An introduction to reading for beginners. Graded for letter-intake as well as for vocabulary which amounts to about 316 words. Meanings illustrated with stick figure drawings. Large type. Recommended for use in conjunction with activity booklets of the *Put-in-the Picture*, the Reading Film Strips series, and *Language Through Pictures* series by Richards and Gibson.


Twenty sample papers, each with five sections: composition, précis, comprehension, and questions on grammar, usage, etc. Of interest to teachers overseas preparing students for G.C.E.


More advanced than *Increase Your English* by Glover but built on same plan. Each of twenty-five sections includes definitions, descriptions, dialog, idiomatic expressions, letter writing, essays and extracts. Exercises include précis work, direct and indirect speech, compositions, etc.


For use with foreign students who have studied English for about four years. Easiest of set of three texts by same author. Contains twenty sections, with nearly 300 exercises. Each section contains exercises on idiomatic expressions, spelling and pronunciation, punctuation, sentence construction, composition, etc., and (usually) a reading selection with questions.


Adapted from the English Course of A. Lloyd James. Designed for individual as well as classroom use and apparently for adults or children, beginners or advanced students. Each lesson contains a descriptive talk and conversation practice. Text accompanied by 16 double-sided records, the first
cf which deals with the sounds of American English. Each of the 15 lesson records contains the text of two lessons with space provided for student response.


Intended to lead secondary school students up to Ordinary Level General Certificate of Education in English Language. Also covers requirements of West African and Cambridge Overseas School Certificates and contains materials for a general secondary school course. In the first three books a prose piece is usually followed by sections on vocabulary and comprehension. Grammar and composition exercises—mostly oral—are to be done in class. Workbooks with additional exercises accompany these and *Book IV. Book IV* and *Book V* are slightly different in plan. Emphasis on written work increases. Sections on "How to Read," grammar, various modes of expression, precis writing, reported speech, etc. All five books are graded in the presentation of materials. Reading selections varied in cultural content.


For foreign students of British English. Meant for classroom work at all levels. Exercises preceded by a discussion of stress, stress and rhythm, stress and intonation, and strong and weak forms based on Armstrong, Ward, Jones, and Christoffersen.


Intended for adults of intermediate or advanced level as a review and drill text. Orientation is linguistic, though much traditional grammatical terminology is used. Brief explanations or demonstrations, often using diagrams, followed by exercises that can be used for aural, oral or written practice. The book covers the basic sentence patterns and major grammatical structures of English. No section on pronunciation as such, but phonetic transcription used in some sections. Appendix contains instruction in letter writing and a section on punctuation, etc.


A beginning course in English consisting of recorded dialogs and practice sentences accompanied by a text of approximately 400 pages. Text contains grammatical explanations, tables, exercises, and a key. Text available in the following editions: Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Norwegian, Persian, Sinhalese, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Urdu, and Vietnamese.


A course in British English for adult foreign beginners. Covers three stages of instruction. Each stage divided into twenty steps, each step containing reading selections, grammatical explanations, exercises, a glossary, and illustrations. Stress on the automatic mastery of structures rather than on words. Careful grading. Teachers' books offer detailed suggestions on use of books, notes on pronunciation and grammar, and suggestions for spoken drills and other exercises. Word-lists with Jones transcription, British cultural content.


Advanced course of spoken British English. Originally written for and produced by the B.B.C. Consists of forty lessons in the form of conversations about members of "a typical English family" in a number of varied situations. Each lesson illustrates "the correct use of a particular English tense or construction." Recordings of conversations on long-playing discs are meant to be an essential part of the course. Also versions with explanations in French, German, Italian or Spanish.


Materials for use with students of various language backgrounds. British Received Pronunciation. Part I deals with vowels and contrasts each with two to five other vowels easily confused by speakers of various languages. Part II offers such contrastive drills and tests for consonants. Part III is concerned with miscellaneous transfer mistakes in consonant clusters, and erroneous addition of semi-vowels and insertion of vowels. Most tests and drills are on words of high frequency and on sentences. Jones transcription.
GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL

A book of 28 picture stories, each made up of eight pictures. Designed as aids to teaching controlled composition to foreign students beginning preparation for the Cambridge Lower Certificate Examination. Most words within Michael West's General Service List of English Words. May also be used for various tests: oral comprehension, oral intelligibility, vocabulary, structure, etc. Teachers' Guide to Picture Composition Book gives the teacher a short outline story for the pictures and questions to help in leading the pupils' conversation.

A series of texts for adults with primary emphasis on reading development. In Book One patterns introduced by pictures, working to longer sentences. Book Two and Book Three include reading passages illustrating a variety of styles. Some IPA transcription and numerous exercises. At the end of each volume are transcribed lists of irregular verbs, vocabulary and proper names. Index to material. Teacher's Handbooks: a general explanation of the author's "situational method." Notes to help the teacher present and drill the material in texts. Also contains keys to exercises.

Texts of a course of "English by Radio" lessons recorded and broadcast by the B.B.C. for review of points of English "which commonly give the greatest difficulty to the foreign learner." Four divisions: Rapid Speech; Twenty-four Special Verbs; Verb Tenses and Time Concepts; Sentence Patterns. Available on discs.

Designed for use in intensive beginning and intermediate courses. American English Dialogues consists of 90 dialogs on common conversational topics and situations. Intonation marked. American English Pronunciation Lessons consist either of sentences marked for intonation or of a set of minimal pairs, followed by lists of words which include the sound being practiced. Phonemic transcription used only in the "Index to Drill Contents." Review Exercises in English Grammar includes the following types of drills and exercises: substitution, transformation, combination and mixed drills.

Reader for intermediate students with passages on various subjects in natural everyday British English. All passages, of which many are in dialog form, are followed by grammatical and lexical comment and exercises.
Improved, re-set edition of the well-known 12,000-word selection for the foreign learner of British English first published in 1912. To be used in conjunction with Jones *An Outline of English Phonetics*. Improvements consist mainly of rendering the texts more colloquial and more modern in style and recording recent changes in pronunciation.

Dialogs in present day colloquial British English for intermediate students. Dialogs cover a variety of common situations. Difficult vocabulary items translated into French, German, Spanish, and Italian. All conversations recorded on tapes and records by Tutor Taps Company.

A booklet of five lessons intended to serve as a review of irregular verbs. Brief explanations and numerous drills and exercises. Emphasis on pronunciation rather than spelling.

A course in spoken English for adults. Basic plan is use of connected dialog to introduce and teach new material, oral drills to vary and fix the patterns, and question-and-answer exercises and controlled conversation practice to make responses spontaneous. *Book One* concentrates on oral practice and the establishment of the basic patterns after which in Lesson 21, attention is turned to reading and reading practice. *Book Two* provides material for continued training in the spoken language, but places additional emphasis on reading. Introductions explain the method to teacher, while notes in text call attention of both teacher and pupil to new material. Work on pronunciation uses a modified Trager-Smith notation, as does the vocabulary.

A set of presentations, notes, and drills on English verbs for adult foreign students. Designed for oral work with many exercises of various types. No transcription since the teacher is to serve as model. Index contains principal parts and section-references.

An all-English revised version of *Inglés al día* by the same authors. Each lesson composed of a dialog on everyday situations followed by sections on vocabulary, pronunciation, grammar, and additional practice and review exercises.

A book of graded exercises in British English intonation for foreign students. Main sections include stresses and tones; simple, compound, and complex tones; and Shakespearean extracts. Text materials used include conversations, drama, anecdotes, prose, and verse. Copious explanations. Tonetic stress marks.


*Lessons in Vocabulary* is intended to be used with the correlative texts in grammar and pronunciation. It groups vocabulary items around particular situations or ideas such as formulas for social contact, time expressions, food and meals, etc., and teaches through re-creation of the situation by means of pictures, verbal description or other direct means.

*English Sentence Patterns* contains linguistically graded lessons for intermediate and advanced students. The aim is to teach students to speak and understand English sentences. Lessons consist of exercises to develop habits rather than explanations about the language. Oral practice is the keynote of the text.

*English Pattern Practices* provides exercises to integrate the patterns taught in pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary classes. It is organized for use with *English Sentence Patterns*. The student is led to "practice a pattern, changing some element in that pattern each time, so that . . . the significant framework of the sentence, rather than the particular sentence, is driven intensively into his habit reflexes." Picture sequence exercises, as well as many graded conversations, stories, etc., for memorization and repetition form part of the features of the 34 lessons the book contains. Instructions in use of book.


An advanced textbook for foreign students with special attention to difficulties of German and French speakers. Each chapter contains three sections: grammar, a reading passage, and exercises. Emphasis on traditional grammar and syntax. Each rule illustrated by examples. Translation exercises in German and French available in separate booklets.


Introductory texts for teaching reading by the Laubach method. The first book utilizes devised transcription. In Book II, the students learn to read the normal English orthography.
GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL


A handbook of British English intonation for intermediate and advanced students. A chapter on "Reading the Tone-Marks" contains explanation of intonation marks used and provides exercises; "Intonation at Work" deals with the function of intonation within the language; "Practice Conversations" consists of texts both in the normal English orthography with intonation marks and in phonetic transcription. There is an accompanying recording from Linguaphone of the "Practice Conversations."


Fifty descriptive talks and conversations in American English for beginning students recorded on a "sounds record" and fifteen double-sided records. A section of supplementary reading to accompany each lesson is included. Cultural content American. Illustrations used as teaching aids.


A series of three texts of graded difficulty for use in Canadian night school courses in teaching English and government to adult immigrants. Traditional orientation in grammatical materials, but numerous exercises and question-and-answer drills provide practice in sentence patterns. Pronunciation taught by use of articulatory diagrams and limited use of transcription based on *Webster's Dictionary*. Illustrations used as teaching aids. Teacher's guide accompanies Book I.


Workbooks for intermediate students of British English designed to give practice in mastery of sentence structure, choice of tense, etc. Aims at developing automatic habits through written practice preceded by oral exercises. Most of the exercises associated with A. S. Hornby's *A Guide to Patterns and Usage in English*. 

An abridgment of the original "manual" by the authors. Traditional grammar of English. Takes the parts of speech explaining them and giving examples to illustrate their various kinds and categories. Also sections on the use of capitals, punctuation, word practice, synonyms, direct and indirect speech, letter writing, paraphrasing and the essay. Some exercises.


Beginning English conversation manuals to be used with accompanying four long-playing gramophone records. Some comments on grammar, but emphasis largely on vocabulary. Some pattern practice. Proceeds from single words and phrases to sentences. Little apparent grading. Separate manuals, each having approximately 100 pages, are available for speakers of French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. Accompanying bilingual dictionaries cover 15,000 items.


"An anthology of American literature with introductions, discussion, questions, pronunciation practices, and grammatical drills edited for the Arab world." For advanced students. Selections divided by American regions. Background discussion deals with the history and culture of the region. Exercises in part based on questions on the reading and in part on carefully planned structure drills. Pronunciation and intonation use Trager-Smith notation. All material in English.


A set of lessons and drills in American English pronunciation. Transcription basically Trager-Smith. Numerous charts and diagrams. Practice material frequently in dialog form. Appendix has transcription tables with some orthographic correspondence.


A set of lessons centering around conversations. Lessons intended for young adults include exercises and short grammatical descriptions. Material primarily oral in presentation and practice. Transcription (modified Trager-Smith) used extensively. Appendix on verbs.


Some useful material for phonological practice. Special attention to intonation. Minimum use of transcription. Four tapes available from Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.
A graded course in British English primarily for 8 to 11 year old foreign pupils. Vocabulary limited to about 1000 words. Grammatical explanations kept "to a minimum." Emphasis on oral practice with the teacher. Each book sufficient for a year's work at the rate of two hours a week. Numerous exercises. Use of flashcards (sets for Books I and II published separately) and of other aids recommended. *Teaching Notes* provide suggestions for teaching pronunciation and use of texts.

A text designed to help foreign students improve their rhythm in English. Divided into a discussion of rhythm and a set of texts with IPA transcription for practice. Special points noted after readings. Short bibliography.

Selections of verse and a few prose passages from Shakespeare to help non-native speakers with speech rhythm. Metrical stresses underlined. Introduction to each volume contains notes on each selection as to content. Recordings available.

Based on errors in English speech made in Malaya, Indonesia, China, India, Burma, Ceylon, East and West Africa, and the West Indies, this is a practice book for spoken English. Deals with vowels, consonants, rhythm and intonation. Extensive use of slightly modified version of Jones phonetic transcription for teaching British pronunciation. Final chapter contains transcribed prose passages for reading practice. Intended for schools.

Twenty-five units of simple conversational English for adult beginners. Each unit contains a dialog to be practiced with the teacher, exercises on vocabulary, sentence structure and pronunciation, and review. Illustrations used for instructional purposes. Word-list with transcribed pronunciations. Full instructions to the teacher for all units.

A traditional grammar with copious exercises divided into "easy, medium, and hard" levels of difficulty. Sections include parts of speech, clauses, direct and indirect speech, précis writing, vocabulary and word-building, punctuation, and exercises in composition. This is a reprint of *English for Chinese Students* by the same authors with alterations from the 7th edition (1951).

Concise comments and various exercises along traditional lines.


Introductory textbooks and readers for children. Designed to provide coordinated language and reading materials. The *Language Books* provide oral work and introduce reading, writing, and composition in carefully graded stages. Various exercises such as pattern drill, filling in blanks, changing verb tenses, etc. Grammar treated functionally. The *Reading Books* contain passages for comprehension with marginal vocabulary notes, questions, and exercises. The *Rapid Readers* are supplements to the *Reading Books* and contain short stories adapted from the works of various authors. No vocabulary notes for the *Rapid Readers*. No transcription is used, although the *Teacher's Book* provides directions at the beginning of Stage I for “ear” and “speech training.”


Practical course for advanced adult students and foreign travelers in Britain. Designed to give speaking and reading practice. Dialogs, cover various situations and give information on British life and institutions. Three appendices: “Useful Sentences,” “Exercises,” and “Prepositional Idioms.”


A forthcoming series of six textbooks for secondary schools overseas. *Book One* graded for vocabulary and structure and adaptable to a variety of situations. Line drawings used for instructional purposes. Provision made for extensive pattern practice. Exercises include substitution, question-and-answer, controlled conversation, etc. *Book Two* contains 25 graded readings. Variety of exercises for oral and written work precede and follow readings. Exercises include pronunciation, grammar, comprehension, etc. Cultural content varied and informative. *Teacher's Book One* contains general notes on use of text as well as specific comments on each of the 25 lessons. *Teacher's Book Two* contains instructions for teaching each lesson. LP records available for part of *Book One*.


Designed “to provide any student with enough basic practice materials in
English fundamentals to enable him to enter a regular freshman English class in any college or university." Brief traditional grammatical explanations and numerous exercises with answer keys.

Text of twenty-five recorded talks on the pronunciation of English. For the beginning student. Consonants, vowels, diphthongs, intonation, stress, and rhythm are discussed and illustrated by minimal pairs and dialogs. Phonetic notation used. A short aural comprehension test accompanies the presentation of each pronunciation problem. Articulatory formation of sounds and comparison with the native tongue of the students left to the teacher. LP records available.

Nine lessons on British intonation covering patterns of intonation, the relationship between intonation and syntax, styles of speech, and hints on learning intonation. Each lesson consists of a dialog in which an intonation pattern is discussed and demonstrated. Gives the text of recordings, procedure for use in classes, and practice examples of each intonation pattern. LP records available.

Designed for foreign students. "Indispensable minimum" of theory and maximum of drill. Material is everyday conversational speech of "native Southern British English speakers." Chapters include: The Anatomy of English Intonation; Intonation and Meaning; Introduction to the Drills; Intonation Drills; Dialogues for Intonation Practice.

Outline presentation of Basic English and its practical applications. Briefly describes the system and its various purposes in Part One, and offers "A Short Guide to Basic English" in Part Two.


Elementary course in English meant for newcomers to Australia. An introduction outlining English pronunciation followed by 18 lessons, each or-
organized around a major problem and consisting of sections discussing grammar, spelling, and pronunciation respectively, a reading passage, and exercises to which answers are appended. More emphasis on "sentence patterns" than vocabulary. Cultural content not distinctly Australian.


Developed at the Detroit Board of Education for teaching pronunciation to non-English speaking adults. Material is linguistically based, and planned as a series of oral drills on the individual sounds, pitches, stresses, and pauses. Explanations and diagrams. Each lesson has three drill exercises of increasing complexity to follow it. No transcription, though some devices to indicate intonation. Teacher to act as model.


Lesson material carefully graded and introduced by pictures with pattern-sentences. Emphasis on correct imitation of what is heard and read, and on use of analogy. As level advances, written exercises and composition in addition to the fundamental oral practice are included. Illustrations form integral part of instructional materials.


First published in 1922, the 1935 edition is an introduction to practical English conversational patterns for foreigners who already have considerable theoretical passive knowledge of the language. Orientation is British. Makes extensive use of Jones IPA transcription and an elaborate system of tone markings. Especially interesting are the "conversational fillers," so seldom found in texts. Major headings, in addition to explanations of symbols and tones, include: easy laconic expressions; everyday sentences; methods of expression; and tables of materials usually called "idiom." Should be useful for text-construction.


A grammar for younger foreign students with a "recognition knowledge" of some 1500 words. Attempts a simple exposition based on the inductive and heuristic methods, and a simplified terminology. Emphasizes "sentence patterns." Covers morphology and syntax under such headings as "Names of the things we can talk about," "Doing things, becoming things, things that happen," "Words that join the sentences together." Drawings integral part of explanations. Illustrative reading passages. Exercises. To be used with *A Grammar of English Words and New Method Readers* by Harold E. Palmer.


Designed to give supplementary aural-oral practice to adult non-beginning
GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL

students. Emphasis on selected points of grammar, especially constructions and usages employing auxiliar verbs. Group recitation, memorization, and repetitive drills. Each of 30 lessons begins with a dialog for memorization, and is followed by dialog drill, dialog notes and a variety of exercises. Accent marks and arrows mark stress and intonation.

A booklet of a hundred short dialogs for adults. For oral practice with teacher as model. Intonation patterns provided to insure consistency. The author recommends that the dialogs be discussed as to content, analyzed as to grammatical form, drilled aloud by repetition, memorized, and written from dictation. Content covers wide range of subjects and is also intended for orientation.

Drill book of spoken or written English for advanced students. More common errors given fuller treatment. Form B for more advanced students, otherwise no grading. Various types of exercises in morphology, syntax and vocabulary represented. Student is asked to correct errors in a number of the exercises.

Contents include: the forms of writing with samples of orthography and business letters; lists of words for hearing-writing practice; suggested topics for compositions; word-lists and passages for dictation; and a wide variety of exercises on aspects of English syntax. Apparently for use at all levels of proficiency.

A collection of dialogs and reading passages for supplementary practice in comprehension and sentence patterns. For use with English for Newcomers to Australia (4th ed.).

Two sets of somewhat graded lessons for young adults with a basic knowledge of English. Lessons grew out of the Ameriphone English Course with additional dialog material, situation-descriptions, and grammar review notes. Very little transcription. A few short exercises.

A set of upper intermediate or review lessons for foreign students of English of no specific language background. Lessons consist of an essay on a given
topic, such as the weather, travel, education, etc., questions, dialogs, grammar review notes, and exercises. American orientation throughout. Pronunciation notes in modified Trager-Smith notation.


New edition of the 1959 text, designed as a remedial text "for students whose knowledge of English is extensive but imperfect when they come to the United States." Linguistic orientation. Contains 24 lessons each having a short reading selection which illustrates various grammatical points to be taken in the lesson. Basic sentence patterns given much attention. Variety of written and oral exercises. Illustrations, diagrams and charts used for instructional purposes.


A manual and drill-book of American pronunciation and intonation for foreign students. Includes articulatory descriptions and diagrams, drill material in IPA transcription with intonation marked by raised lines. Material is for those who already have a good reading knowledge of English. Contains a useful introduction for the teacher and instructions in use of the Accent Inventory.


Designed to help intermediate foreign students of various language backgrounds acquire "standard Southern English" pronunciation. IPA transcription. Discussion of individual sounds followed by sections on "The Pronunciation of Sentences." Attention paid to stress. References to various language backgrounds. Practice material provided. Two seven-inch records with passages from the book available.


Carefully graded material intended for direct method use. Vocabulary (about 500 words in *Book I*) developed in "sen-sits" (sentences in picture situation). Needs special training on part of teacher. Accompanying films and recordings. *Book II* builds out into fuller English using about 1000 words. Uses line drawings and footnotes designed to help the learner "see what every new word, as it comes in, is doing." Content of reading material covers a wide range of ideas, questions and historical information. *Workbook* is intended primarily for adults. May be used independently of *English Through Pictures* I, but, like it, the workbook is limited in vocabulary. Graded. Uses stick figures, line drawings, and realia to build exercises on "problem situations which invite solution." Use of vernacular discouraged. Answers to exercises at back. Films, filmstrips and records available from Educational Services.
GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL

Designed to teach number concepts orally through simple quantitative experiences. Graded exercises. Language-through-Pictures method. For use with the Reading Film Strip and the First Step in Reading English series and other Richards-Gibson materials.

“Copy-books” with sentences printed in large type and blank spaces for beginning readers to draw pictures in. For use with the Reading Film Strips and the First Steps in Reading English series and other Richards-Gibson materials.

A series of five graded textbooks for beginning students, children and adults. Each book provides space for writing practice of the sentences included and contains numerous illustrations as teaching aids.

Introductory course in written English for children. The principle behind the technique is that “in every exercise all the material needed to come to the right answer is supplied.” Traditional exercises in reading, answering questions on the material, composing sentences, forming possessives, etc. Except for the Introductory Book, each book contains six tests and a “Miniature Dictionary” of all words used in vocabulary work.

Revised and re-set edition of well-known direct-method elementary course for younger students first published in 1904. Emphasis on selected and repeated vocabulary and on pronunciation, mainly of isolated words. Each of 42 lessons contains reading material, grammatical paradigms, words for practicing pronunciation and questions related topically to the text. Word-list with references to lessons and IPA transcriptions of reading passages appended. Available on 11 records by Columbia Graphophone Co.

Robinson, Richard H., Donald F. Theall and John W. Wevers. Let’s Speak English. 19 vols. Toronto, Canada: W. J. Gage, [1960-].
A series resulting from a research program at the University of Toronto investigating the teaching of English to adult immigrants to Canada. The series also forms the basis of a set of films produced by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation in association with the Metropolitan Educational Television Association of Toronto. Basic Lessons 1 and 2: The two texts together make up twenty-five lessons. Aim of course is to teach students to understand and speak everyday English and read simple written English. All structures and words are introduced in the basic sentences and are drilled in the exercises, word study, and listening practice that follow. Course is to be oral for first 14 lessons (Vol. 1). Transcription is provided, but teacher’s voice is
model. *Sound Studies*: Pronunciation drills intended to supplement beginning or advanced classes. Sequence may be varied to suit special difficulties. Instructions to teacher in introduction. Teacher's voice is model, and use of a metronome is recommended. Numerous exercises in stress, intonation, vowel and consonant contrasts. Drawings of tongue and lip positions for various sounds. A "Key to Symbols" gives clear explanations of transcription. *Basic Guide*: Interim teacher's manual to be used with *Sound Studies, Basic Lessons, Vol. 1* and *Translation Books*. A general introduction explains nature of the course and the theory behind it. Includes detailed suggestions for teaching each of the basic lessons and use of different types of drills and exercises. Sections on the phonology of English, check list of typical errors for various language backgrounds, etc. *English Grammar*: Provided in the student's own language, to be read at home for homework. *Translation Books*: Translations of the basic sentences in *Basic Lessons 1 and 2* into following languages: Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Magyar, Polish, Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swedish and Ukrainian. Additional translations will be published if demand is sufficient.


Materials on everyday situations in General American English for adult students. To be used with their recordings in laboratory practice or with the teacher as pronunciation model. Texts in quasi-phonemic, modified Trager-Smith notation with pitches, stresses, and junctures marked. All texts meant for accurate and complete memorization "since you can use effectively only the language you know by heart."


Forty short conversations in "quasi-phonemic rather than strictly phonemic notation." English spelling used only in the short vocabulary of new words and expressions given with each conversation. Material intended to be memorized and for use in unilingual classes in American universities.


Phonetic approach to English pronunciation for foreign and native students. "Think-and-Do work-text book." For each sound there are given brief "phonetic rules" and an articulatory description of its correct and faulty production. Following these the student has a questionnaire to fill in, a facial diagram to complete, and oral and written exercises to do. In the exercises each sound is treated in initial, medial and final position, mainly in isolated words. Suprasegmentals rather neglected. Suggestions on use of book.


Remedial course for foreign students of British English. Special emphasis on


Designed for "literate adults who seek a practical, functional knowledge of American English in preparation for life in the United States." Black-and-white drawings used as aids to clarify meaning. Provision for both reading and writing but much oral work urged before these begin. Instructions to teacher in introduction. Appendix gives sounds of English in IPA, and summaries of grammatical content of each lesson.


Direct method approach for intermediate students. Covers the requirements of the Lower Cambridge Certificate. Each lesson begins with a reading selection and has many exercises for oral and written work. Cultural content British.


A workbook style text, somewhat graded, with numerous drawings, charts, etc. Many spaces for student to write lexical equivalent in his own language.


Intended for intermediate students, but also appropriate for beginners with a teacher. Drills on various sounds of Received Pronunciation with commentaries on the opposite page. Sparing use of Jones transcription. Emphasis on sentence stress and intonation. Drill sentences available on phonograph records.


Intended as review course for adults in their fourth or fifth year of English. Material oriented to written work, with many reading texts and exercises. Standard aimed at that of Cambridge Lower Certificate in English. Grammatical points grouped together for convenience. Emphasis on vocabulary, style, and structure, plus some work on punctuation and idiom.


Ten lessons of supplementary exercises to be used with any textbook and capable of being taken in any order. In each lesson through a series of graded exercises the student is led from "rote memorization to free composition." Every lesson contains: an anecdote, with comprehension questions; "similar sentences" presenting some points of grammar illustrated in the anecdote;
completion exercises; key words for retelling the story (printed upside down so as not to interfere with completion exercise); and a free composition either written or oral.

Sixty graded passages for dictation to adult students preparing to take the Cambridge Lower Certificate in English. Exercises arranged in three sections composed of simple sentences, simple and compound sentences, and simple, compound, and complex sentences. Graded vocabulary. Pause and stress marks included.

For adults of beginning or intermediate stage. May be used for oral or written work. Seventeen lessons which may be covered in one semester through 4-5 hours of work a week. Box diagrams and some explanations to introduce grammatical structures. Numerous graded drills in controlled patterns.

A two-part exercise text for intermediate and advanced level adult students. Reviews material in *Learning American English*. Suitable for either oral or written practice. Exercises classified under grammar topics and in some cases based on connected narrative dealing with business and personal situations. Appendix includes varied information on weights and measures, currency, abbreviations, irregular verbs, etc.

Planned for adult students "at all levels of language learning," in laboratory or classroom. Contains 516 pattern drills and a number of pictures and word lists which may be used for additional drills. Full explanations to teacher in the use of drills. No grammatical explanation or phonetic transcription in text. Teacher and model sentences are guides to exercises. Twenty-minute tape to accompany first half of text. Obtainable from Prof. Robert Willis, English Language Laboratory, New York University, New York.

A set of graded readings and exercises leading up to standard required in the English Composition and Language Paper of the Cambridge Lower Certificate Examination. A few prose pieces have been slightly simplified or adapted. Exercises stress comprehension, composition, and grammar-vocabulary development.
Concise usage-oriented outline description of the accidence and syntax of written English for intermediate and advanced students. Traditional in approach and terminology. Many clear examples. No section on pronunciation. *Exercises* provide drills, some explanatory notes, and partial keys for chapters on verb tenses in above grammar.

For adult students, based on Trager-Smith analysis of English phonology. Vowels treated first, then stress, intonation and consonants. Each sound is first drilled alone, then in minimal pairs, and in short sentences. All words used are of high frequency, but stress is on pronunciation and not meaning. Section on spelling in relation to phonemic systems.

An alphabetical listing of some of the most frequent English two-word verbs, with English equivalents and example sentences. Ample space for glossing by the student.

A text for university foreign students. Preface acknowledges indebtedness to Fries, and says attention in text is on structure rather than vocabulary. *Part One* covers basic problems of structure through description, intonation drill, oral exercises and some written exercises. Some attention to pronunciation. *Part Two* follows a similar plan, but covers “the complex problems of structure.” *A Book of Exercises* provides supplementary drills and exercises on points of grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary. Both exercises and main texts include traditional grammatical materials.

A set of texts to teach prospective citizens the principles of citizenship along with the reading and writing of English. Many exercises, tests, illustrations, etc. Material somewhat graded. Assumes the student already knows some spoken English. Detailed helper’s guides.

Prepared for use in adult classes and in public schools abroad at the advanced or “high intermediate” level. Each book contains a variety of exercises based on the contents. A disc recording accompanies *Friendship 7* and *Washington*.
Irving. High Places and Ralph Bunche are based on 30-minute films the texts of which are also available on records. Some comments on suggested assignments. Instructions to the teacher appear in the introduction. Texts, records, films available through offices of the United States Information Service abroad.


An introductory course containing eight lessons, each of which is divided into parts A and B. Part A begins with a dialog marked for intonation. Both parts contain pronunciation and grammar drills, the latter primarily transformation, repetition, and question-and-answer drills. A laboratory portion, available on tapes, and suggested homework assignments also included in each part.


Designed for students at an intermediate level. Book One consists of reading passages followed by grammatical explanations and various exercises. Emphasis on usage. Table of tenses appended. Teachers' Book One contains comments and questions on the reading passages, suggestions for oral work with some use of transcription, additional grammatical explanations, answers to the exercises, and dictation material. Set also includes teacher's guide to Book Two.


Short dialogs for the beginning student, intended to help the teacher bring language to life. Designed to follow the arrangement of Practice Books I and II by Palmer, but may be used separately. Controlled vocabulary. Marked for intonation by Roger Kingdon. Brief notes to the teacher are included after each dialog.


Designed for adult classes to give "controlled conversation practice . . . at the second level of learning English as a foreign language." Simple transcription. Use of mother tongue discouraged. Suggestions to teacher in preface of each volume. Points of grammar and vocabulary introduced in selected readings. Exercises and drills follow these. Simple pictures used as teaching devices. Also provision for written work.


An all-English edition of Practique su inglés by same author published in


Text Material for Specific Language Backgrounds

AFRICAN LANGUAGES

Designed for self-study by African students preparatory to two additional years of work before School Certificate.

An intermediate reader. Includes nine reading passages on American life and places, teaching suggestions, and exercises and drills.

Uses the informant-drill technique with emphasis on sentence pattern drill. All in English. Chapters consist of sections with “theme” passages, questions, exercises, language drills, composition. Passages designed to initiate and stimulate free conversation. Many footnotes. Tests on all chapters.

Designed as beginning texts for adult Libyan speakers of Arabic who know the Latin alphabet. Based on a contrastive analysis of English and the Arabic spoken in Libya. Vocabulary selected on the bases of situation and frequency. Emphasis on spoken English with extensive use of repetition exercises, dialogs, and minimal pairs. Oral exercises are primarily substitution and conversion drills. Written work is based on material mastered orally. Arabic translation of dialogs and sentences. Instructions to the teacher in English. No phonetic transcription.

Concentrates on “English in everyday use” and covers the South African syllabus requirements (Standard VI). Twenty-eight chapters each consisting of a “comprehension passage,” vocabulary exercises, comments on grammar, construction and idiom, general and review exercises, and quiz questions. Approach is traditional and emphasis largely on vocabulary.

A set of carefully graded materials ranging from a picture-book pre-reader to a final volume of advanced structure and content. Numerous exercises
suited to each level. Content in early volumes (I-III) is keyed to the everyday experiences of African Children. Later volumes introduce stories, non-fiction selections, poems, etc. Exercises and grammatical notes advance with the content of the material. Profusely illustrated. No transcription. Separate series of Teacher's Notes available, as well as a set of Wall Pictures to go with Book I. Also available for schools in Ghana, East Africa, and South Africa.


Graded texts for small children in Africa, plus a very detailed set of teachers' guides with instructions for oral work through activities, use of wall pictures, flash cards, realia, etc., as well as instructions for using material in texts. Although they seem arranged only for reading, the pupils' books are arranged for oral drill as well. Books are graded and attractively illustrated.


For the beginning level. Each book contains thirty lessons with either pictures or a short reading passage followed by questions on content. Culturally oriented.


A collection of reading passages from works on African cities and countryside for use by advanced students in Africa. Brief introductions and a list of
suggested topics for essays are included. Both African and European writers are represented.


For Asian primary school children in East Africa whose medium of instruction is English. Standard I, Course Book (3 vols.) is designed for teachers of the first year of school and contains notes on class organization, activities, and lesson plans which include conversations, vocabulary, grammatical explanations, pattern practice, etc. The Picture Book is designed to prepare the students for reading and to provide material for oral work; the Teacher's Notes supplies a comprehensive guide for its use with explanations of pictures and suggestions for practical work. The Link Reader is an introductory reading book to be followed by Peak Reader, I, the accompanying workbook, Reading Through Doing, I, and the supplementary reader, I Live in East Africa. The series has been revised as the New Peak Series (1963) and includes the second and third year readers.


Pupil's books contain a series of drawings. Accompanying Teachers' Books carry a general introduction to this elementary course of British English pronunciation for African primary-school children, detailed instructions and suggestions for the teacher, and daily teaching programs for six terms. The first book deals with posture and breathing, the second with vowels, and the third with complete words. No transcription used. The teacher or a recording to be the model. Recordings of the drills and exercises obtainable from the Linguaphone Institute.


A collection of forty-three passages for advanced students. Passages are grouped in three sections: "How to apply the fundamentals of précis-writing," "How to apply reduction devices," and "Exercises involving different types of modern prose."


A set of twenty-four graded tests designed "to give primary-school pupils practice in the various types of examination set for entrance to secondary schools" in Africa. Each test begins with either a reading passage or a diagram, followed by questions on content, vocabulary, and grammar. Utilizes a wide range of vocabulary. Teacher's Book contains answers printed in red type in the space provided for the pupils to write their answers.


Course in British English for West African primary schools. Oral work with wall pictures is designed to prepare the students for the reading and writing
presented in course beginning with Stage 1. Silent reading is encouraged and is followed by question and answer exercises. Ample and detailed instructions for teachers included in separate manuals. Grammatical explanations, mostly on traditional lines, with a minimum of technical terminology.

Forty passages with a West African background. Arranged in order of difficulty, and followed by questions. Some additional composition exercises.

A set of texts for South African children. Lessons are carefully graded and well-constructed with great emphasis on oral production, especially in the beginning volumes.

For primary schools in West Africa. *Key to New Nation English* contains 88 oral lessons on simple structures. *Pre-Reader* is the first pupils' book containing color illustrations. Accompanying *Teacher's Book to the Pre-Reader* has detailed teaching instructions, exercises for oral work, and guides to the teaching of writing. *Book One* contains reading passages beginning with words and proceeding to simple sentences and paragraphs and has companion *Teacher's Book*. *Book Two* and *Book Three* provide work for following years and further reading material. Additional books are in preparation to complete a six year primary course.

Describes various types of essays, giving models for each, followed by passages for comprehension and numerous exercises in synonyms, punctuation, vocabulary, clause analysis, idioms, etc. Also a section on précis-writing with models and exercises. A chapter on "Common errors in West African English" gives correct usage.

Intended to help candidates preparing for examinations of the standard of the West African School Certificate; the G.C.E. Qualifying Test; The Teachers' Grade Two Certificate; The R.S.A. Stage Two; and, to a certain extent, the G.C.E. Ordinary Level. Numerous examples of errors in usage, vocabulary, grammar, and spelling, with corrections. Concerned mainly with essay, précis and letter writing. Also has four specimen examination papers.

Culturally oriented beginning course for African schools. *Book One* contains
colored pictures of African home and school life for use in the first nine months of the course. *Book Two* introduces the reading of words and sentences learned orally in *Book One*.


For School Certificate level. Selected passages mainly from contemporary writers with questions following. Contents intended to appeal to students throughout Africa.


A selection of "sentence pattern" exercises for free and controlled conversation. Lessons arranged according to various vocabulary and grammatical items. Notes for the teacher. British English. Direct method.


Primarily for West African students at the intermediate level. To be used with class readers as a "course of practical grammar and usage." Notes and exercises.


Designed for teaching "formal grammar" to Afrikaans-speaking pupils in the South African primary and lower secondary classes. All in simplified English. Traditional approach. Exercises, tests and comprehension passages. Suggestions for composition.


A collection of stories from many tribes in Northern Nigeria. Intended for use as reading practice for intermediate level students in Africa. Suggestions for study and discussion are presented at the end of each book.


A beginning course for students in African training colleges.

See also:


**ARABIC**


A one-year course specially designed for Arabic-speaking students by a group of English specialists on the Middle East. Presentation and practice are


Beginning British English. Series contains two pupils' books and two teacher's books. Lessons divided into vocabulary, grammar, classroom reading, silent reading, and questions on content. Structure and vocabulary are taught orally before being presented in reading and writing. Attention to handwriting. Culturally oriented.


A series of twelve graded textbooks and four teachers' guides for a four-year course, one book for each trimester. Each book contains twenty lessons. The series is "specially designed for Company use, with particular attention given to the areas: choice of subject matter, graded introduction of vocabulary, and controlled introduction of grammar items." Background reflects environment of Aramco employee and "the science of technology, basic to the oil industry." Grammar and pronunciation based on Fries and contrastive study of English and Arabic. Some Arabic used together with line drawings to indicate meaning. Reading and writing introduced early in course but limited, at first, to material already covered orally. Language content well organized and sequentially arranged.

Teachers' Guides by R. A. C. Goodison and N. J. Sitar contain detailed information on materials and their presentation.


A year's course, primarily for Sudanese students with a knowledge of about 1500 words. Composition work is prepared through oral and written exercises and drills on tenses, conditional clauses, modals, the passive, relative clauses, etc. Exercises include dictation, letter writing, and stories to retell, to complete, or to tell from picture series. Many drills precede by brief and simply-worded grammatical comment. Test papers. Teacher's Handbook contains detailed suggestions and instructions.

Introduction, in Arabic and English, states that the three courses comprising 48 lessons are designed to cover approximately one year of study for adults or older school children. Imitation-repetition drill techniques are advocated, 80% of class time being intended for oral work. Instructions given both in English and Arabic, and Arabic used extensively for glossing. No transcription is used.


A set of five graded texts and four Teacher's Manuals for secondary school pupils. *Book One* begins with pictures, questions and answers, and exercises for oral work. Grammatical material, vocabulary, and content grow together throughout the series. British orientation, though some of the cultural content is Iraqi. Some IPA transcription introduced in *Book Five* for pronunciation review. Teachers' books give careful detailed notes and pronunciation for the teacher.


One book specifically for Lebanese students; the other for Arabic speakers in general. Conversations in "never literary but always quite informal" American English for adults with one to three years of English. Lessons consist of conversations, lists of unfamiliar words and phrases, questions to be discussed. No use of vernacular. Local cultural content.


A drill book for students at the intermediate or advanced level. The correct form and the common incorrect form (which is often one that is used by speakers of Arabic) for 158 items are placed in the following categories: "Correct and Incorrect Expressions," "Singular Nouns with a Collective Meaning," "Mistakes in Time," "The Question Form," and "Expressions of Greeting." Exercises in correct usage and suggestions for additional types of exercises also given.

--- *Stories from the Near East* (Supplementary Readers for the Arab World, Grade I Reader.) London: Longmans, 1953. 80 pp.

A collection of 20 stories edited and simplified within the vocabulary of *Classbook I* of the *New Method English for the Arab World*. Also contains questions on the stories and general review questions. All material, including footnote glosses, in English.


New edition of the original prepared when the authors were at the English
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Language Institute of the American University at Cairo during 1958-59. The approach is linguistic, based on a contrastive study of English and Arabic, but traditional terminology with a few additional terms is generally used. Preface explains principles involved, the plan of the text, and gives instructions for its use. Slight use of transcription. Basically designed for oral use, but provision is also made for writing. Material is graded. Extensive drills in controlled patterns.


**ARMENIAN**


Text for second and third year English in Soviet Armenian schools. Each lesson starts with a short reading which forms basis for pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary exercises that follow. IPA transcription used to teach pronunciation. Illustrations used for instructional purposes. Grammatical material, often given in tabulated form, is traditionally oriented. Armenian is used for explanations.


Text for intermediate students (4th, 5th and 6th years of English). Reading selections on which lessons are based often have Soviet Armenian cultural content, some being direct translations from Armenian. Some attention to pronunciation through IPA transcription. Exercises include fill-in, transformation, translation, "word-building," answering questions on text, etc. Appendix contains a summary of English grammar, with careful explanations in Armenian and comparison of the two languages. Orientation is traditional, but attention is given to such things as contracted forms, word order, stress, and short forms of answers to questions. English-transcription-Armenian vocabulary with each section.

**BURMESE**


A series of introductory English texts for children. Book 1 stresses oral work.
with many illustrations and simple reading material. Material for oral work is contained in a teacher’s handbook. Book 2 introduces additional vocabulary and more extensive reading and writing exercises. Book 3 has more advanced reading and composition exercises.

See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

CEYLON

An extremely detailed guide for teachers of oral English to children in Ceylon. Each lesson lists aims, vocabulary, props needed, etc. Explanations of exactly what the teacher is to do and say and what is to be elicited from the pupils. Also includes teaching games and four sections of “Dramatic Activity.” Complete listings of structures and vocabulary used.

Course of British English for primary schools. Eclectic in approach. Exclusion of “formal grammar” in preliminary stages. Direct method with emphasis on a limited vocabulary and slow gradation of grammatical material. “Drill by automatic responses,” particularly in the initial stages. A total of 1347 words are taught in the four books.

CHINESE

Readers and review texts for upper intermediate to advanced level students. Each lesson has a reading text, a listing of words and phrases explained in Chinese, exercises based on text, a section on grammar (often with part of explanation in Chinese), and exercises on grammatical points. Each volume has a glossary, English-transcription (IPA British usage)-Chinese. Orientation neither British nor American exclusively.

An upper-intermediate to advanced level English reader and review text. The emphasis is on grammar review and vocabulary development. The exercises are based on the reading texts. Texts include letters, anecdotes, short biographies, etc. No Chinese.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Practical English Readers for Junior Middle Schools. Taipei, Taiwan: Taipei Kwang Fu, 1960.
A beginning text for children based on the seven principles: Listen, Repeat, Look, Answer, Read, Write, Practice. The alphabet, both printed and cursive, is introduced early. The vocabulary is kept small and revived frequently. The appendix includes a list of glossed and transcribed words and phrases in order of appearance in text, and vocabulary in alphabetical order.

Texts from the beginning through intermediate stages. Major emphasis is on reading, vocabulary development, and formal grammar, but in early stages emphasis is on oral practice before lessons are written. Orientation and usage are essentially British, with some IPA transcription in footnotes. Chinese used only for instructions.

Upper-intermediate and advanced readers stressing development of reading skills, word-study, vocabulary expansion, and grammar. Readings are on a wide variety of subjects. Orientation and usage basically British. No transcriptions or glossaries and no Chinese used.

Intended for university students in the Freshman or Sophomore years. Approach is that of modern descriptive linguistics though some use is made of traditional grammatical terminology. Exercises usually have elementary, intermediate and advanced parts, and provide practice of forms and positions in many contexts. Some use is made of Chinese in the exercises and for comparison. Appendix contains key to the translation exercises, "notes on grammar," discussion of terms used in the book, tables of sentence patterns and inflections, etc. A short bibliography.

Contains brief discussion of principles which govern the learning of pronunciation in the study of a foreign language. Describes how English speech sounds are made, comparing and contrasting them with those of Chinese. Section on "the stream of speech" containing material on the syllable, stress, pitch, intonation, etc. Many exercises and drills based on difficulties that Chinese students will have in learning English. Appendix includes sound symbol systems in English with a chart representing eight systems of symbolization for English vowels and a short bibliography.

One of a series of texts of English for speakers of Mandarin Chinese. Material is introduced in dialogs and drilled by various devices. Notes and glosses in English and Chinese. No transcription. A few exercises in translation of Chinese sentences to English. (*Course One* is available immediately, *Courses Two-Six* will be printed if an order warrants—ready for immediate printing.)


Basically “Direct Method.” Material introduced slowly and cumulatively and practiced extensively. In later lessons more emphasis given to vocabulary development. Some IPA transcription (British usage). Word-lists refer to lesson in which the item was introduced.


Texts emphasizing reading and grammar but adaptable to oral practice. Material introduced very gradually, with numerous exercises and frequent review. Glossaries include transcription in IPA (American usage) and Webster’s diacritics. Chinese used only in glossaries.


Objective of the series is reading fluency and vocabulary development, but the exercises which follow each reading also provide for review of grammar. Readings cover a variety of subjects. Chinese is used only in a few instructions for exercises and in the glossaries. Word-lists with explanations, some glossing and transcription with each volume.


Readers with sections on grammar review. Each lesson contains a section for reading, lists of words and phrases for study, a section on a point of grammar illustrated from the text, and a few exercises. Orientation and usage slightly but not exclusively British. A little transcription and some Chinese glossing of words and phrases.


Material is graded, introduced slowly, and reviewed frequently. Numerous exercises, chiefly written, but adaptable to oral practice. Transcription table of IPA and Webster’s diacritics. Chinese appears only in the glossaries. Some transcription in pronunciation exercises as well as in the glossaries.


A series of manuals to accompany USIS’s radio English lessons in the Re-
public of China. Includes some pattern practice and pronunciation drills utilizing phonetic transcription. Directions, explanations, and translations in Chinese.

See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

DANISH

Selections for advanced students of British English on a variety of topics. Intended to serve as basis for practice in speaking, and for exercises in composition. Contains cultural information about England. Instructions for use. All in English.

A series of elementary textbooks to be used starting in the sixth Danish school year. The five volumes consist almost entirely of graded texts, taken to a large extent from British and American authors, and are highly suitable also for use as readers. The first volume and the beginning of the second have complete phonetic transcriptions of the texts, and all volumes have English-Danish vocabularies (with phonetic transcriptions). Originally designed for "direct-method" course.

Traditional reference grammar for the Danish secondary schools.

Beginners’ text in basic English making use of grammar-translation method. Includes notes on standard English.

DUTCH

A collection of 25 reading selections adaptable to conversation. The first seven are adapted from B.B.C.'s "English by Radio" series. Apparently for children of intermediate level. No notes or exercises.

A collection of pieces for translation practice. Graded according to difficulty
for the first and second year. No notes or glosses in text. A few very short Dutch glosses in the sample examinations at the end.


For young adults, based partly on similarities between Dutch and English. Grammar treated rather traditionally. Material adaptable to oral practice. Orientation is British with some IPA transcription, especially in early lessons. Exercises are chiefly fill in, translation, and reading. Attractive format with many illustrations.


A book for intermediate adult students. Designed for prospective emigrants to Australia, it supplies much practical information about the country. Marginal Dutch glossary. Elementary text also available.


A collection of fiction and non-fiction for secondary and technical schools. Selections include scientific prose. Authors go from Chaucer into the twentieth century. Footnotes explain some words in English, others are glossed in Dutch or French.


A set of short readings (first published in 1954) in which the idioms are italicized, then explained or glossed in Dutch, and illustrated. Extracts are from such authors as Osbert Sitwell, Virginia Woolf, J. B. Priestly and others. Some IPA transcription. Index at the end of the volume. Usage mostly British.


Word-lists in Book I: The First Thousand Words and Book II: The Second Thousand Words are arranged according to subject and part of speech. Those in Book III: The Third Thousand Words are in alphabetical order. Each word is accompanied by one or more sentences illustrating usage with the corresponding translation in Dutch in the right hand column. Books I and II are indexed.


For intermediate and advanced Dutch secondary school students. British English. The emphasis is on morphology and lexicon. The reading passages feature certain items of grammar, explanations of these in English, and numerous translation exercises (from Dutch). The lexical glosses are in English. Much space is devoted to commercial letter-writing. Dutch-English vocabulary in separate appendix.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Concise conversation course for prospective Dutch emigrants to Australia. Intermediate level. There are 50 lessons with reading-passages each dealing with various probable situations. English-Dutch vocabularies, verb and other paradigms on opposite pages to readings. Passages for translation into English.

A series of English texts for children in secondary schools or lower Gymnasium classes. The material is not strictly graded, but the exercises emphasize grammatical patterns gradually and cumulatively. The emphasis seems to be on reading. Orientation is essentially British with much IPA transcription in the First Year. Extensive word-lists in first volume.

Traditionally oriented review grammar of British English. Grammatical descriptions and terminology are in English with examples translated into Dutch. Orientation is British with some transcription (IPA). Includes a listing of irregular verbs.

*Exercises to A Concise English Grammar*: Translation exercises from Dutch to English with references keyed to the volume above. Includes a Dutch-English vocabulary.

A manual of English for secondary and pre-university courses. The first two volumes are concerned with Britain. The third volume deals with the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand. The material is introduced in readings, often in conversational form, followed by extensive English-Dutch vocabulary lists, explanation of idioms and grammar, and exercises of various types (chiefly translations, fill-in and questions to be answered in English). Some attention is given to pronunciation, using IPA notation. Attractive format, with many illustrations. Cumulative glossary in separate pamphlet.

FILIPINO

Assumes advanced proficiency in English. A few exercises scattered throughout material, designed chiefly to teach style differences on a native-speaker level. Major divisions include: Part I. Communication Experiences; Part II. Tools of Communication; Part III. Handbook of Grammar and Related Usage. Extensive index.

Minutely detailed and carefully prepared guides for English instruction in Philippine schools. The material is based on research by teachers, and a contrastive study of English and the most common languages in the Philippines. The emphasis is on American English. Notes to teachers explain organization of materials, and give suggestions, based on linguistic principles, on how to teach English to beginners. *Teacher's Guide for Grade I* contains parts exclusively for the teacher, with sections on vocabulary, sounds needing most attention, grammar, etc. *Teacher's Guide for English in Grade II* begins with a review and moves on to graded, cumulative lessons. Transcription is Trager-Smith. *Beginning Reading Exercises* is a practice book designed to accompany *Teacher's Guide for English in Grade II.* It contains selections from exercises and is to be used only after reading is formally introduced with the Guide. Based on vocabulary and sentence patterns previously learned. *English in Grade III* is a pupil's workbook containing dialogs, reading passages, illustrations around which to build class work, and numerous exercises for oral and written work. The accompanying *Teacher's Guide* is in preparation.


An elementary reader for small children in the Philippines. Grading unobtrusive; material lends itself to oral practice. Format is similar to that of equivalent readers for children who speak English natively.


Intended for students as a reference book on American English usage “slanted toward the difficulties experienced particularly by Filipinos.” There are chapters on Grammar, Diction, Spelling, Mechanics and Punctuation, Finding Material (introduction to bibliography), Sentences, Paragraphs, The Entire Composition, Oral English, Letter Writing. “Right” sentences contrasted with “wrong” sentences throughout the book.


An introductory text for first year high school students. The material is organized into five units, each of which is divided into: (1) Speech Improvement, and (2) Structure and Vocabulary. Units include: “Talking about the School and the Home,” “Giving Explanations, Directions, and Reports,” etc. Limited use of transcription; intonation markings.


A reader for advanced students. Includes some passages by Philippine authors. Selections have short introductory notes and are followed by “discussion
hints.” Each major division in the text is followed by a “workshop,” containing suggestions for further study, reading, or other activities. Appendix of “Literary Types,” with each selection assigned to categories such as “lyric poetry,” “novel,” “epic poetry,” “folk tale,” etc. Index.

A remedial course of study units dealing with typical Filipino transfer mistakes mostly in the area of segmental sounds. American English. A short section on the history of English at the beginning. Drill materials and suggestions for lesson plans and classroom procedures follow the main part. The appendix contains various additional materials.

A handbook for teachers in primary schools. Divided into five parts. The first treats pronunciation, including the suprasegmentals. The other four parts contain material for Grades I to IV. The transcription is based on the *American College Dictionary.* Some emphasis is on graded vocabulary, including local terms, of approximately 2000 words. Exercises and suggested topics for discussion.

A course in American English for high school students and college freshman. Follows pattern-practice approach. Based on comparison of Tagalog and English, remedial work being main aim of text. Each of the 140 lessons contains such sections as “Sentence Patterns,” “Terms and Comments,” “Rules,” “Common Errors” and “Exercises.” May be used both as an introductory and a remedial course with variation in the amount of the time spent. Cultural content is Filipino.

FINNISH

For advanced students. Content quite varied. No grading or exercises. Numerous illustrations, maps, songs, etc. Glossary in Finnish and Swedish, some notes, index. Glossary has English words transcribed in modified IPA.

For Finnish children. Orientation is primarily British, with some American content. English-Finnish glossaries utilize IPA transcription. *Book I* is a primer, the early lessons of which contain rhymes, proverbs, and sentences to be memorized. Later lessons oriented to reading and question-and-answer
practice. Formal grammatical terminology introduced fairly early. Book II consists of a collection of readings for intermediate students and contains essays, jokes, songs, etc. Some study questions and numerous maps and illustrations.


Traditionally oriented elementary course of British English for Finnish children. Reading text (about half of the book) is followed by a transcription (Jones) of the first 15 lessons. Discussion of selected grammatical items. Vocabularies for all lessons.


An elementary course of British English for Finnish children based on direct-method. Starts with an IPA transcription of a few “speech training rhymes” and of the text of the first 10 lessons. The cultural content is both British and American. The drawings are used as teaching aids mainly in the first part. A 90-page section contains the vocabularies for each lesson. Contains an index of words, Maps of Central London and of the British Isles are included.


Beginning English for elementary schools. British orientation. Graded patterns are taught through the use of pictures. The first two lessons are given in phonetic transcription at the back of the book. Readings which follow are often in the form of dialogs. A grammatical section uses phonetic transcription, tabulated patterns, and has additional exercises, including translation. Supplementary readings are provided at the end, as well as an English-Finnish vocabulary for each lesson and an alphabetical vocabulary indicating the page of occurrence of each word.


English for the secondary school level in Finland. The course is based on readings, some of which are in the form of dialogs. The cultural content is mainly British. Grammatical notes and exercises on each lesson are at the back of the book. Exercises include translation, fill in, transformation, from questions on content of text, etc. Some Finnish is used in this section. English-Finnish vocabulary for each lesson, and alphabetical vocabulary indicating page of occurrence.


A British English reader for children from nine to eleven. Section on “Questions and Exercises” covers the essential points of grammar and usage. There are questions on readings and suggested activities. English-Finnish vocabulary for each lesson and alphabetical vocabulary indicating the page of occurrence at the end.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

FRENCH


The first volume is intended for the following schools: “Normale Supérieure, Polytechnique des Mines, Centrale, E.N.S.I. A et B.” *Volume II* is intended for the following schools: “des Hautes Études Commerciales, Navale, Spéciale Militaire Saint-Cyr, Nationales des Arts et Métiers, E.N.S.I. C.” The contents are passages for translation from and into English, and the examples of actual passages given for translation in various public exams for 1957-61.


A series of beginning texts for secondary schools. The first volume contains thirty-three lessons, five review lessons, and several poems. Lessons consist of a dialog (dialog available on filmstrips and tapes) marked for intonation, questions on the dialog, and expansion, conversion, insertion, and essay exercises. Attractive illustrations serve as teaching aids. *Principes méthodologiques* is a teacher’s manual which includes chapters on general principles, phonology, pedagogical techniques and testing. Detailed instructions and suggestions for teaching each lesson are included.


A course in British English which has several editions. For use in French schools. Books in “red” edition divided into three main sections: “Prononciation,” “Leçons d’acquisition,” and “Précis grammatical.” Emphasizes vocabulary. Numerous exercises. Grammatical explanations and directions are given in French. Illustrations are used as teaching aids. IPA transcription throughout the books and in the English-French alphabetical vocabulary lists appended.


A volume of readings and dialogs for translation practice grouped according to subject matter. Explanations of many words and idioms. Exercises contain translations and questions to be answered in English. Includes some grammatical notes.


A list of problems of French speakers in learning English. Part One discusses them in alphabetical order and also serves as an index. Part Two outlines the usage of selected forms such as verbs, adverbs, prepositions. Part Three comments on pronunciation.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


The text for Classe de première covers Canada, Australia, the Union of South Africa and the United States. The text for Classe de seconde deals exclusively with the United Kingdom. The contents are mainly readings on the cultural and historical background of the areas the texts cover. Notes and exercises on text material. Orientation is mainly British; transcription modified IPA. Grammatical notes at the end of each volume with notes on prosody. French is used extensively.


The text for Classe de sixième (beginners) emphasizes speaking and recognition first, then reading and limited writing. Some explanation is in French. Summary of grammar is appended.


A collection of readings in English literature for advanced students. Content ranges from the Renaissance (Spenser) to contemporary writers. Short biographical introductions to the authors and some explanations in footnotes, all given in English.


Selections of poetry, prose and drama from British and American authors for advanced students. Begins with a sonnet by Drayton and ends with a selection from Thurber. Brief information on authors precedes each selection, which is often followed by "commentary," vocabulary and notes, detailed "explication" of the text in English, and questions and translation exercises. Glossary at the end.


The text contains provision for oral work, as well as numerous pictures for discussion, maps, songs, etc. and usual exercises. Book III has extensive review grammar. IPA transcription begun in Book I. Each volume has a brochure of records to supplement the text.


Technical Edition (Blue): A graded course in written and spoken English for French "Collèges techniques" and "Cours complémentaires," the three books covering a vocabulary of 3000 words. An introductory chapter (classe de sixième) on pronunciation, including intonation. Graded exercises and drills using phonetic transcription and illustrations. Points of grammar and
usage are explained in French with examples and many exercises. The Classical Edition (Red) maintains much the same presentation of grammar but with additional material on phonology and a more literary selection of readings.


A two-year beginners' course with detailed text material and teacher's books. Vocabulary and structures restricted and graded in accordance with the requirements of the French educational system. Oral work provided, with many dialogs. Pronunciation is keyed to a modified IPA transcription system. Exercises are frequently written and of various types. Glossaries are English-transcription-French. Orientation British, especially in the context of readings. Many attractive illustrations, songs, poems, etc.


Intended for those who are beginning English or are trying to improve their proficiency. Essentially works on pronunciation, although there are grammatical notes. The plan consists of heavily-noted reading selections, followed by transcribed (Modified IPA) words and explanations in French of words and phrases. Also contains a word-index and a grammatical review.


A series of attractively produced texts for French children for the first four years of English. The material is introduced by pictures, with some IPA transcription. Essentially British orientation. Reading and writing are introduced quite early with numerous exercises, poems, songs, but oral practice is also provided through the use of pictures.


A series for teaching British English in French schools. Traditional grammatical content. Explanations in French. In first two texts (6e and 5e) approach is through use of pictures and typographical devices. Emphasis is on vocabulary though some sentence-pattern tables provided. IPA transcription. Next two texts (4e, 3e) have emphasis on association of action with speech. Picture stories, idioms, passages for translation into French and later from French into English. Specimens of British and American literature. Last text (2e, 1er) emphasizes modern spoken English. Cultural information on Britain.


Selected passages of prose and poetry from English and American literature for advanced students. Presented in chronological order from Chaucer to 20th century British authors. The last section contains American literature of the 19th and 20th centuries. Biographical notes on each author. Difficult words and expressions are explained in footnotes in English. Essay questions on each passage at the end of the book.

For “Classes de première, philosophie et classes supérieures.” Selected passages of prose and poetry mainly from American authors presenting American history and civilization. One last chapter on Canada. Short notes on authors. Some explanation of vocabulary and expressions in footnotes. A list of “Essays and Debates” suggested on various passages.


For “Classes de Seconde, de Première et classes Supérieures.” Selections of prose and poetry from British and American authors grouped under various subjects. Among these are: Industrial England; National Ideals and Social Problems; Britain at War; etc. Short notes on each author. Subjects for “Essays and Debates” on various aspects of the subject covered.

**GEORGIAN**


A Georgian translation of the Russian text by the same authors. For Georgian 8th grade pupils. See entry by the same authors in the Russian section.


A translation into Georgian of the Russian text by the same authors. For Georgian 9th grade pupils. See entry by the same authors in the Russian section.

**GERMAN**


An advanced English reader. Passages include excerpts from literature, newspapers, and legal documents. The content deals with the land, people, problems, and politics of Great Britain and the United States, as well as science, art, religion, and the “ideals of humanity.”


Unusual reference grammar arranged in three columns: grammatical rules (in German) on the left, English examples in the middle, translations of examples on the right. The grammatical content is traditional, arranged by parts of speech. Many idioms. The index is arranged according to key words of German translations.
A teacher’s manual of games and songs. Includes sections on pronunciation and recognition of problem sounds, vocabulary practice, structure drills, and spelling.

An advanced reader for German students. Material consists of essays on England and America particularly from a historical-cultural point of view, and selections of literary texts as further illustration. The attached *Wort- und Sacherklärungen* has detailed notes and glosses (usually in German) and IPA transcriptions of words.

*Part I*: Beginner’s text for the Swiss “Mittelschule.” First seven lessons designed for aural-oral approach (pictures and IPA transcriptions). Some emphasis is on intonation. Later lessons consist of readings, grammatical explanations (with traditional presentation) and various types of exercises. German-English translation exercises, all of the connected texts, are in a separate section at the end of the book. Lesson vocabularies with transcriptions, and index of English words. Considerable cultural content (British), songs and poems. *Part II*: Designed to give the second and third year student a familiarity with England and the English, as well as to develop vocabulary and better control of structures. Readings include prose passages and short poems and songs. Extensive English-German vocabulary (some IPA transcriptions).

A series of texts of British English for use in Mittel- und Realschulen (secondary level). The approach is basically conversational. Reading matter is introduced and given considerable attention in the advanced volumes. German is used to explain difficult points. Some IPA transcription in early stages. The material is introduced cumulatively and in carefully graded steps. Various teaching devices, games, and illustrations.

Folk songs, hymns, carols, etc. English-German vocabulary list with phonetic transcription.

*Part I and II*: Handbook of elementary British English for fifth and sixth grades of West German primary schools. Incorporates some modern techniques into traditional approach. German is used in vocabularies, translation exercises and explanations. Attention is given to intonation. A variety of
exercises on grammar and vocabulary. British cultural content. Fine graphic layout. *Parts III and IV*: These two volumes represent upper-intermediate to advanced level readings and grammar review. Content is both American and Commonwealth. Numerous puzzles, riddles, songs, etc., in addition to various types of reading selections. Grammar and exercises are rather traditional. Vocabulary entries: first the English word, then transcription (modified IPA), meaning in English, German equivalent.


For the advanced student or the teacher of American literature. The first essay, in German, deals with a comparison of Poe’s "The Masque of the Red Death" and Hemingway’s "The Killers." The other two essays, in English, deal with the vernacular tradition in American literature and the teaching of American poetry respectively.


A selection of readings from Pearl Buck, William Faulkner, John Steinbeck, Erskine Caldwell, and William Saroyan, for advanced students. Introduction contains biographical sketches of each author. Words and idioms are glossed in German. Some pronunciation notes and comments on unfamiliar cultural matter. Some notes on difference between American and British usage.


A vocabulary builder for immigrants to the U.S. Contains a dictionary of about 3000 American idioms with their German equivalents and an English “Glossary.” Chapters on the phonetic values of English letters as compared with German sounds, on “How to Live at Home and in the Community,” and one with 100 citizenship examination questions with answers.


A course for adults using Basic English vocabulary with German explanations and glossing. The emphasis is mainly on vocabulary which is carefully graded. Illustrations are used for instructional purposes. Exercises with keys. Reading and business letter selections. English-German vocabulary. IPA transcription.


Selection of English synonyms for use in German schools. Entries organized alphabetically under 234 German reference words. In most cases more than three synonyms given, each explained in English. Many illustrative sentences.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Meaning-oriented grammar of present-day British English in German for East-German students. Places emphasis on syntax and deals with most aspects of grammar, including morphology, stress and intonation, under "Satzbeziehungsmittel." Takes into account the colloquial English spoken by the majority of educated speakers and heard on the B.B.C. Illustrative materials have equivalents given in German. Pays special attention to constructions differing from their German "equivalents." Transcription used sparingly. Index.

English reference grammar illustrated by means of charts and pictures for use with intermediate students in German schools. Numerous examples. Some IPA transcription. All explanation in German. Covers the traditional parts of speech and sentence types.

Leschnitzer, Maria. Sag es auf Englisch für Deutsche: Say it in English for German-Speaking People. New York: Dover, 1955. 128 pp. [33 1/3 rpm. record]
1102 words, phrases and short sentences which may be needed in various travel situations in the U.S. Transcription based on German spelling. Index.

A volume of idiomatic and colloquial conversational English and American words and phrases with German "umgangssprache" equivalents or explanations. Considerable amount of slang included. The material is grouped under headings, such as (1) Gedanke, Aufmerksamkeit, Neugierde; (2) Überlegen, Urteilen, Beweisen, etc. Contains an alphabetical index (German).

A collection of poems for upper intermediate or advanced German students. First part English Poetry, second part American Poetry. A biographical note on each author is given in English before the selections. Notes and glosses are given at the end of the volume along with IPA transcriptions of a few words.

Combined grammar-readers for German students. Oriented to reading, but some of the material is easily adaptable to oral presentation and practice. Numerous exercises of various types, games, songs, puzzles, and illustrations. Vocabulary lists (English-transcription in IPA-German) and grammatical summary tables at the end of each volume.
Graded introductory and intermediate texts for children in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth years of German schools. Pictures, songs, rhymes, etc., used to introduce oral work. Reading, grammar, and writing are begun fairly early through the use of dialogs and numerous pictures. Concentration is on format review grammar with exercises. German-English vocabulary lists in all books are arranged according to reading passages and include some transcription (IPA). Extensive use of pictures as teaching aids. Readers, and teacher's guides accompany some texts.

A collection of songs commonly sung by British children. Includes notes in German and an English-German vocabulary list with phonetic transcription.

To be used as a companion volume to The Structure of English, Kurzgefasste englische Grammatik, or Grammatik des modernen Englisch (grammars by the same author), or independently. For intermediate and advanced students. The first section is concerned with developing the speaking skill, the second contains translation exercises from German into English. IPA transcription and Armstrong-Ward intonation marks.

For younger Swiss (German) students. Prominence given to reading skills. Lessons 1-10 concentrate on pronunciation with text given in IPA transcription. Lessons 11-50 have narrative passages with abundant British cultural content followed by "Do-you-know-your-text?" questions. Second half of the book contains comments on grammar in German, exercises, passages for translation into English and English-German vocabulary with transcriptions for every lesson.

Traditional reference grammar, apparently for secondary schools. Considerable attention paid to stress patterns.

Grammar-translation review course in British English for German adults offering mostly narrative material for reading and repetition. First half with interlinear devised transcriptions and marginal translation in German. German-English and English-German translation exercises with key. Grammatical commentary in German in the last part.

A book for intermediate German-speaking Swiss students. Non-technical discussion in German of Received Pronunciation (IPA transcription), selected items of grammar, vocabulary, and culture with many comparisons with High German and Swiss German. Rudiments of commercial and other correspondence. List of abbreviations. Index.


Part of the Velhagen and Klasing's Englisches Unterrichtswerk series, this is the fourth volume for the fourth year. A combination reader and exercise book for advanced German students. The readings center around American life under the following headings: Colonization and Independence; Civil War and Western Settlement; The American Way of Life; America is Different. Glossary divided according to reading sections has German equivalents and occasional transcriptions (IPA) of English words.


(In 14 parts.)

New edition of the German version of a grammar-translation course in English for adult beginners, at one time very popular in Europe and published in many other versions. Abundant grammatical explanations in informal style. Reading and translation exercises. Devised transcription. Pictures. Published in 14 fascicles, fascicle 13 containing a “Short Summary of English Grammar” and fascicle 14 English-German and German-English vocabularies.


A reader for upper-intermediate or advanced students. Includes stories by Hemingway, O. Henry, Benet, and Steinbeck. Introduction gives notes on the authors, while notes at the end of the volume give content and vocabulary with a few words transcribed in IPA. Also one-page note on differences between American and British English.

GREEK


Vol. I: An introductory course in English for Greeks (older adolescents or young adults) based essentially on the ACLS Structural Notes and Corpus. Considerable glossing in Greek, but with most grammatical information in English. No transcription. Major stress indicated in English words by italics. Conversion, question-answer, substitution and fill-in drills. Vol. II: Follows the same format and approach as the earlier volume, and is still based to a great extent on the analysis found in the ACLS materials.
Graded texts for Greek children. Although reading and writing are introduced early, the approach is basically oral. Detailed instructions to the teacher along with a short bibliography. Emphasis in advanced volumes more heavily on reading and writing and formal grammar. Vocabulary lists, illustrations, and a little IPA pronunciation work.

See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

A beginning text in English for Greek children from 8-12 years old, using an essentially "Direct Method" approach, although there is vocabulary glossing in Greek. Punch-out cards in the back are for initial oral drills on pronunciation. Numerous exercises, and some illustrations. The second book follows and builds on the material in Book I. Introduces some grammatical terms the children have learned in connection with Greek. Assumes that 90% of the work will be oral. English-Greek gloss.

**HEBREW**

A three-year elementary direct-method course of British English for use in Israeli elementary schools. Reading and writing taught from the beginning. Limited vocabulary of 500, 1050 and 1500 content words in the three years respectively. Word-list appended to each book. Text all in English. IPA transcription used very sparingly and only in Book 3. Numerous exercises of various kinds. Various teaching aids (wall charts, flash cards, etc.) prepared by R. M. Regberg available separately.

Readings and exercises for Israeli schools, designed to follow the *We Learn English* series by the same authors. Readings are somewhat adapted in vocabulary and structure. Includes a few comprehension tests, alphabetical vocabularies (Basic, Active, and Passive), and a list of corresponding grammatical material in *First Steps in English Grammar* by P. Blumenthal and H. Shachter.

*First Steps in English Grammar* is a traditional beginning text in English for
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Israeli children. A "direct" method approach with essentially British orientation. A few glosses in Hebrew. Numerous exercises of various types. Further Steps in English Grammar is advanced exercises of various types to follow the text above. Emphasis is on more complex grammar and vocabulary expansion.

Songs and poems for children beginning English in Israel. Also music for the songs.

———, and Y. Aloni-Fainberg. We Learn English. 3 vols. Tel Aviv: Department of Education of the cities of Tel Aviv-Haifa, n.d.
A series of "direct method" texts for Israeli schools. Some oral practice specified in early lessons, but reading and writing are introduced early. Cultural content mostly Israeli, especially in earlier texts. Numerous exercises of various types. No Hebrew in texts.

A traditional grammar of English for Israeli teachers and students. Emphasis is on formal grammar and rules, with exercises chiefly of the conversion and fill-in types. Some work done on mechanics and idioms. Includes sections containing tests and sample matriculation examinations.

For students who have completed five years of English. Assumes a 2000 word level, and plans to bring this up to 3000 words, (Thorndike-Lorge list.) Readings are both British and American. Oral or written exercises and grammar review follow readings. Suggestions for vocabulary development and controlled compositions. Readings are occasionally cut or simplified. Alphabetic vocabulary listings for "active" and "passive" vocabulary. No Hebrew in text.

From Milton to Edmund Wilson, essentially designed for advanced students preparing for university degree requirements. Short biographical introduction to each author and a few very short explanatory footnotes. Completely in English.

A direct-method, vocabulary-grammar oriented series for students "whose mother tongue is a semitic language." Limited vocabulary at first. Grading along grammatical lines. Prominence is given to reading in later texts. Discussion and illustration of grammatical points, exercises on grammar and content, questions for discussion, topics for composition, etc.
For children. *Part One* is essentially a copy book to accompany *Part Two* but also provides practice in reading and on elementary sentence types. *Part Two* is a reader. Each lesson has a short reading selection and a study guide to the questions which follow it. Questions are designed for both oral and written practice.

A listing of English idioms, which are used in illustrative sentence-contexts, translated to Hebrew. Idioms are mostly British.

A reader for second grade of Israeli secondary schools designed as an interim text between strictly controlled texts and English and American literature as such. Exercises for comprehension, language study, and grammar, based on the text. Vocabulary falls in range of about 3000 words from *West's General Service List*. Appendices include lists of active vocabulary and passive vocabulary. No glosses. Orientation is basically British.

A series of "Direct Method" English readers, with exercises of various types. Although directed primarily to vocabulary and reading fluency, there is a systematic introduction of grammatical exercises, especially in the more advanced sections. *Book I* to 500 word level. *Book II* and *III* add approximately 500 words each. Orientation essentially traditional. No work on pronunciation. No Hebrew in text.

HUNGARIAN

Comprehensive elementary course in British English for adults in Hungary. Eclectic approach. Emphasis on vocabulary, but pronunciation and intonation given some attention. Each of 45 lessons has reading material, a vocabulary transcribed in IPA, a detailed grammatical commentary with illustrations, paradigms and tables, and many short but varied exercises.

A phrase-book and introduction to spoken English and to American life for adult Hungarian refugees. Phrases introduced under such subjects as "At the Hotel," "Looking for a Job," "At the Office," etc. Pronunciation is presented through nearest equivalent in Hungarian spelling. Also has political dictionary and Hungarian-English dictionary with pronunciation indicated.

*Volume I:* Beginners' text for adults. Traditional approach. Emphasis on translation. Explanations, a marginal glossary and two supplementary (English-Hungarian and Hungarian-English) vocabularies appended to the text of 40 lessons. A devised transcription system, based on Hungarian spelling, is used to teach pronunciation. Cultural content is British. *Volume II:* 32 advanced reading lessons in prose and poetry, with a vocabulary after each lesson and exercises on grammar, translation, and comprehension of passages. Excerpts from H. G. Wells, Galsworthy, Kipling and others.


Traditional grammar-translation handbook of British English for beginners. Little grading. Explanations in Hungarian. Devised phonetic transcription. Reading selections are somewhat dated.


For adults. Uses methods and materials of aural-oral approach. Provides for practice in the basic features of sound and structure with a minimum of attention to generalizations about language. Developed specifically for Hungarians but could be used in other situations. Expects familiarity with drill techniques from teacher, but could be used by those who have not had experience with them before.


Based on comparison of English and Hungarian, using both languages in text on the model of the ACLS Spoken English Series.

**INDIAN**


The *Syllabus* presents a general teaching plan containing forty-eight units given in three columns: examples, new words, and teaching units. *Let's Teach English* (available in Hindi): detailed suggestions on each step of instruction with explanations on content. *How to Use the Wall Pictures*: detailed suggestions on the units to drill, and composition to accompany the pupils' book. *Let's Learn English: Book One*: designed for children of Class III. Consists of simple sentences, reading passages, writing exercises, and sentences for memorization within a controlled range of structure and vocabulary. Cultural orientation is Indian.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


Introductory readers for Indian students in elementary schools. Material in the Primer uses 150 words, only the present tense, and basic sentences, including simple questions. Books 1-3 each introduce between 400 and 450 words and together contain the basic grammatical structures of English. Exercises include fill-in, negation, change of tense, etc. Illustrated and culturally oriented.


Story books for children in the first to sixth years of English in secondary school. Emphasis on vocabulary and structures. Brief stories are written in conversational narrative form.


Story books prepared at the English Language Teaching Institute at Allahabad for use as supplementary readers. Book 1 and Book 2 are for the second and third years of English, and fifth through eighth books for the higher secondary stage. Graded in vocabulary and grammatical structure, with questions on content and sentences for memorization.


A four-year course for schools. Earlier sections contain exercises for oral and written work. Intermediate stages have emphasis primarily on reading, formal grammar, and vocabulary. Lessons usually consist of a reading passage, and grammar exercises based on reading. Occasional suggestions for composition or discussion. Numerous illustrations, and a selection of poems (sometimes slightly adapted) at the end of each volume. Introductions contain listing of structures as they occur in texts.


A collection of readings for intermediate Indian students. Readings adapted from English and Indian writers, followed by exercises for comprehension and vocabulary. All in English.


Intermediate grammar-readers on the following plan: grammar introduction with familiar vocabulary; new vocabulary taught orally; reading; exercises for reinforcement and review. Numerous review lessons scattered through texts. Totally in English, with British orientation. No transcription.
Exercises on précis-writing and translation from English into Hindi and Punjabi and vice versa. Passages claimed to be "entirely new" and on many different subjects. Lists of "idiomatic expressions and common errors."

Twenty short poems by British and Indian authors with linear glossary, notes, topics for composition, and lives of authors. For Indian high schools.

Texts for Standards VIII-X conforming to the syllabus in English of the Department of Education, Bombay. Readings are extracts or stories from standard authors. Each reading selection is followed by comprehension questions in Book II, but not in Book III. Explanatory notes on grammar and practice exercises contained in appendices. Also short notes and questions on the selections of poems which appear at the end of the reading sections of each text. Word-lists indicating page of first occurrence. No glossing except in English and no transcription.

A revised edition of a text published in 1942 and approved by the Board of Secondary Education in Delhi. Traditional orientation. Main divisions include: Words and Their Functions; Sentences and Their Structure; Phrases and Their Functions; Written Composition.

Contents include: lists of idioms (all glossed and some illustrated); pairs of words easily confused; vocabulary tests; prepositional phrases; etc. Also passages for précis writing, essay outline, and miscellaneous exercises on composition.

Fourteen short poems from British, American, and Indian classics each with about a page of notes and comprehension questions. Approved for Indian high schools.

For Indian secondary schools. Passages for translation from Hindi into English featuring various items of grammar (mostly tenses), samples of letters and essays, etc.
INDONESIAN

Twenty reading selections with questions and exercises for practice for the S.M.A. (High School) Examination. Some notes in English and some in Indonesian. No noticeable grading.

A very condensed review grammar of English for Indonesians, built along traditional lines with explanations in Indonesian. Also contains questions and key, review, and phonetic (IPA) spelling.

Preface outlines the plan of the text series. Pupil's Book a beginning text with primary emphasis on development of reading and writing skills for younger children. Some oral drill is possible and indicated in Teacher's Book which is a very detailed guide, beginning with pre-reading instruction. A little transcription in IPA. Extensive vocabulary and glosses.

Apparently intended to be a course in British English for schools. Djilid I begins with pictures and transcription (IPA) to illustrate points in later lessons. Lessons are graded from sentences to reading selections, with questions. Explanations and glossing of vocabulary in native language. Numerous pictures used for instructional purposes. Djilid II roughly the same format as I. Expanded vocabularies. Exercises include translation, various grammar exercises and questions on readings.

Materials for the junior high school level prepared under the joint auspices of the government of Indonesia and the Ford Foundation with the Institute of International Education. Pages in teacher's guides divided into three columns: activities, teacher's part including suggestions for drills, and students' part. Each lesson follows the general pattern of presentation, pronunciation check, drill, comprehension check. Reading and writing begin about the seventh week. Students books include vocabulary presented through situations with some explanatory drawings, structure review conversations and vocabulary practice, reading, charts for oral composition, and written exercises. Charts and flash cards form integral part of drills.

Lessons primarily oriented to reading and vocabulary development, although many of the exercises could be used for oral practice. Explanations in Indonesian. English sometimes stilted. Some typographical errors.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Selection of typical Indonesian mistakes with correct sentences opposite them. Brief explanation in traditional grammatical terminology in English sometimes follows. For fairly advanced students.


Government design for a linguistically-oriented course in beginning English. Includes syllabuses for the first three years of instruction, with a teacher’s guide and student’s drill book for the first year. Based on the particular linguistic difficulties of Indonesians with emphasis on spoken language and drill. Cultural orientation is Indonesian. Syllabus pages are arranged in columns entitled “Teaching Points,” “Teaching Steps,” “New Vocabulary,” and “Extensions.”

A detailed review of traditional English grammar, with an older British orientation. Emphasis is primarily on verb forms, verbal constructions and complex sentence structure. Explanations are in Indonesian and examples are in English. Some attention is given at the end to examination technique, especially of the Cambridge examination.

Reading selections for précis practice; questions at the end of each reading; English-English glossary at the end of the volume for each selection.


Thirty-four lessons in elementary English, each with some reading material mainly with Indonesian cultural content, a vocabulary, grammatical comments in Indonesian, and several exercises. Pronunciation outlined in introduction. IPA transcription continued in the first few lessons.

A somewhat graded series for intermediate students following a pattern of conversation or reading followed by exercises on grammar, usage, translation, etc. Some Indonesian used for glossing. Orientation is traditional, with emphasis on vocabulary.

A set of graded lessons in beginning English. Text is heavily glossed in Indonesian, with numerous drawings, especially in beginning lessons. Material is essentially British in orientation, with modified IPA transcription. Lessons designed around reading and writing, but may be adapted for oral practice. Word-list and review grammar at end of the volume.

Reading selections followed by questions. Words glossed in Indonesian. Grammar exercises. Sample examination papers. Material only slightly graded.

See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

ITALIAN

An Italian adaptation of Agard's *El inglés hablado*. A few adaptations have been made in transcription. For general format, see ACLS entry in General Text Material.

For Italian children. The emphasis is primarily on vocabulary, reading, and writing. Numerous illustrations and proverbs. Some pronunciation notes (British usage), using IPA symbols. Attractive format but some typographical errors.

A selection from the B.B.C. "English by Radio" materials based on the experiences of a foreigner traveling to Britain. Text available on records.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

British English vowels and consonants briefly described and compared with Italian sounds in Italian and shown on diagrams. Lists of various spellings of English sounds. Texts in ordinary spelling and IPA transcription. Based on Jones, Palmer and MacCarthy.

A planned collection of various types of writing from and about the English-speaking world, in poetry and prose for upper intermediate or advanced students. Part I deals with the British Commonwealth. Selections are glossed in footnotes, with questions on content, form, etc., in English.

A one-year course for young adults written under direction of Paul Roberts. Based on kernel and transform sentences. Generally follows ACLS format: dialogs, grammatical and pronunciation explanations and exercises, free conversation, and review. Dialogs written in transcription and translated into Italian. Stress and intonation marked with circles and arrows. Explanations in Italian. Exercises are transformation and substitution. Lessons available on tape.

For intermediate students. Brief description in Italian of grammar of British English in terms of meaning and use. Arranged in 25 chapters which also contain many written and oral exercises and passages for “backversion” (translation) into Italian. Footnote glossary in English. Use of IPA transcription.

Comprehensive grammar-translation course in British English for adult Italians. Most lessons are devoted to a point of pronunciation, grammar or vocabulary, and contain descriptive comment in Italian in terms of meaning and use. Also vocabulary with IPA transcriptions; exercises; a passage to translate into English; and a reading passage.

An English reader for children in the lower middle-school. Readings are on a variety of subjects, some simplified fairy tales, poema, etc. Marginal glosses translate italicized words and phrases. Extensive English-Italian glossary.
Elementary grammar-translation course in British English for Italian Schools. Concise grammatical explanations in Italian, a vocabulary, various grammatical and vocabulary exercises, a passage for translation into English, and a reading passage often followed by another word-list. Sparing use of transcription. Conjugation paradigms, key to translations, and Italian-English vocabularies appended. Index.

Two-stage grammar-translation course in British English for Italian beginners learning by radio. Thirty-five lessons, most of which consist of vocabulary lists, grammar rules in Italian, passages for translation from and into English, and “conversazioni” or reading and dictation materials. Pronunciation outlined together with spelling in the “Introduzione” but not marked in the text.

TV course in British English for younger Italian beginners. Material presented through dialog. The course consists of 40 conversations each with its vocabulary listed and grammar explained in Italian. Added to each conversation are nursery rhymes, proverbs and “idiomatic expressions.”

A reader for intermediate to advanced students. Begins with phonetic tables and transcribes passages (IPA). Major subsections include: Geography (Britain, The British Commonwealth, The United States of America); History (Outline of English and American History); Readings (Extracts from books, articles, etc. dealing mainly with history, geography and commerce of America and Britain). Sections followed by summaries and questions. Glosses, transcription and notes in footnotes.

Main part consists of conversations on a trip “From Milan . . .” with careful line-by-line transcription based on Daniel Jones. Introduction in Italian on English pronunciation and the transcription used. “Impressions of London” by various people, with footnotes explaining difficult expressions in Italian. The main text is translated in a separate appendix “A Londra per affari e per diporto.”

An anthology of English and American literature for fairly advanced students. Contains introductions in English to each period and each author. Selections glossed and noted in Italian in footnotes.

Conversations on practical subjects with Italian translations on opposite page, glossed vocabularies for words and phrases. "Commento grammaticale" appended.

A set of readings on everyday subjects for young students. Orientation British. Marginal notes on vocabulary. Questions for oral or written practice follow each reading. Texts are followed by notes and the vocabulary is divided according to the readings and subject matter headings.

Extensive treatment of spoken British English for adult beginners. Emphasis on vocabulary phrases, and on pattern practice. Little formal grammar. Much attention paid to pronunciation on the segmental level.

Grammar-translation course in English for beginners. Lessons contain a vocabulary list, a grammatical or lexical commentary in Italian with illustrations, and translation exercises from and into English. Some passages for reading and dictation. Italian-English vocabulary. Pronunciation and spelling outlined in appendix.


Course in British English grammar for adult beginners. Italian explanations of meaning and use, based on Nesfield and Jespersen. Numerous paradigms. Most exercises are translations.

Elementary grammar-translation course in British English presented by radio for adults. Emphasis on vocabulary. Lessons, organized around a major problem of English grammar, include vocabulary (with IPA transcriptions), a conversation piece, grammatical comment in Italian, exercises including translation.


A collection of readings for upper middle school pupils. Includes passages on history, geography, literature, everyday life and commerce. Appendix contains chronological summaries of English and American history; lists of kings of England, presidents of the United States, authors, and historical personages. IPA transcription of names and index. Illustrations and maps.

Comprehensiv grammar-translation course in British English for adult beginners. Most lessons have a vocabulary, grammatical discussion in Italian and a section containing a reading selection, phrases for translating "orally and quickly" and 20 to 30 sentences for written translation into English.

A collection of reading exercises for girls and young women. Orientation British. Readings marginally noted in Italian for vocabulary, idiom, and some content. Forms of readings include dialogs, narrative, recipes, and letters. Some illustrations. Not systematically graded but the English becomes progressively more idiomatic. Some Italian to English exercises for translation.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


**JAPANESE**


Designed for use in a one-year course in Japanese universities. *Volume I* includes a brief teacher's guide. Each volume contains twelve lessons and an appendix. Lessons are constructed around the vocabulary, formulas, and structures of a particular situation, such as greetings, the campus, traveling, shopping, etc. Japanese translation in Roman script of vocabulary items. Some use of phonetic transcription. Tape recordings of exercises for each book available from publishers.


Attempts to combine the teaching of literature with the teaching of oral English. First section explains purpose and procedures to the teacher. Middle section contains *The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber* by Ernest Hemingway. Third and largest section is devoted to oral work consisting of structure drills using patterns and idioms taken from the story. The choice of material is based on the difficulties of Japanese students and the usefulness
of pat...ns. Intonation is indicated by lines. Slight use of transcription. Notes on words and phrases of special interest in the story.


A collection of eight mimeographed booklets, each paginated separately, and each available separately.


Materials are presented in much the same way as in *Part II of ELEC English Course* without the notes in Japanese. Some pictures for oral work at the end of *Vol. II*.


A series of linguistically oriented texts for adults, designed for use in retraining programs for junior high school teachers of English. The texts are based on the aural-oral approach, and have had the collaboration of C. C. Fries, A. A. Hill, W. F. Twaddell, E. Haden, E. Kleinjans, Yambe Tamotsu, J. Callender and others. *Part I* contains numerous drills for recognition and production of segmental and suprasegmental phonemes with 'elp of transcription. Includes dialogs and drills for syntax. Also contains notes on English spelling and annotations in Japanese on phonological and grammatical content of the lessons. *Part II* (Vols. I and II) originally by the ELEC SPC 1961, revised by Janet Callender. Contains graded chapters each divided into oral presentation, with points to be taught and instructions to the teacher, followed by pronunciation and structure drills. Only intonation is marked here. Preface in each volume contains notes to trainers and trainees.


For junior high schools. Based on the corpus in Fries and Fries, *Foundations for English Teaching*. Teachers' guides contains reduced replica of each page of student's text along with suggestions for oral introduction of material, pronunciation drill, and exercises. Instructions to teacher in Japanese. Student's book contains readings of material presented orally. Illustrations suggest meanings of words. Each new vocabulary item is transcribed (IPA) at bottom of page.


Graded series of 40 dialogs, for intermediate or advanced adult Japanese students who have acquired a vocabulary of about 3000 words. Each chapter consists of a short dialog dealing with a particular situation or subject, followed by explanation of points of usage, grammar, and pronunciation. Usually followed by questions on the text and exercises of the question-answer or "indirect questions" type.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


Forty lessons with numerous exercises. Teacher serves as model. Early mastery of intonation and rhythm considered "more fundamental than the perfection of individual sounds." Approach based on contrasting English with Japanese, particular "Japanese" difficulties being given special attention. Much of the discussion is devoted to the more difficult consonant clusters. Trager-Smith transcription.


An elementary course based on the principles of imitation and sentence pattern drill. Limited amount of grammatical terminology and comment. Japanese equivalent of each page provided on opposite page. Vocabulary consciously restricted. Substitution and other exercises. The teacher is the model for pronunciation.


Articulatory descriptions, diagrams and exercises designed to help Japanese students learn American English pronunciation. Descriptions in Japanese, with examples in English spelling and IPA transcription. Disc recordings available. Teachers Guide: detailed explanation of method and material in Systematic Exercises pointing out differences in English and Japanese sounds, as well as giving suggestions for teaching the sounds in context. More attention given to English intonation than in textbook. Although in English, the volume assumes the teacher can also read the Japanese in Systematic Exercises.


Textbook-guide to English conversation. Material is introduced in letters,
with idiomatic words and phrases underlined (for reference to explanations in Appendix III.) Letters between a student in an American college and a Japanese student who plans to come to the United States. Followed by questions on the material, explanations of cultural and grammatical matters, and some notes on pronunciation. In later lessons some grammatical review exercises are added. No transcription. Assumes considerable passive knowledge of English.

Graded exercises set in format of pattern sentences followed by substitution frames. Some instructions given in both English and Japanese. Fold-out vocabularies separated into “families of words,” grouped around specific subjects, chiefly nouns. No transcription or exercises specifically for pronunciation.

For beginning English in elementary schools. Students’ book consists of pictures to be used as explanations of situations. Teachers’ Manual gives detailed suggestions, explanations, and drills for a year’s work. Instructions in English and Japanese. Trager-Smith transcription.

Somewhat graded readers with exercises at the end of each. Some words transcribed (IPA) at the bottom of each page. Appendices contain word-lists, phrase-lists, and principle parts of verbs.

A reading text (first published in 1931), presumably for adult Japanese. Readings are profusely noted in Japanese, with modified IPA transcription and arrow-line intonation markings. Some exercises at the end. Word-list. Records designed to accompany text.

A series of three volumes for senior high schools. Topically varied selections partially simplified. Each selection sparingly glossed in footnotes and followed by questions on content and usage. Exercises include fill-in, translation, conversion, punctuation.

Designed for a two-year college course in conversation. First two volumes cover materials contained in first volumes of other ACLS Spoken English
books. The last two, though based on these, contain additional materials. Texts are prepared for Japanese students, but explanations are given in English. Accompanying supplement contains Japanese equivalents of dialogs. Approach is structural. A great amount of drill work in grammatical structures, pronunciation, intonation and rhythm in imitation of the teacher included. Uses English orthography and Trager-Smith transcription. Much supplementary material in the shape of diagrams, sound charts, instructions to students and teachers, instructions on how to use language laboratories, etc. Tapes of Spoken English are available for home use.

KOREAN


For fairly advanced students. First part contains reading passages and exercises which can serve as orientation for students at the university. Second part consists of a series of lessons with reading passages dealing with Western life and customs. Oral and written exercises in both sections. Introduction contains suggestions to teachers and a sample lesson procedure for Lesson One.


Texts for intermediate students in high schools. Lessons consist of word study, a reading passage, and exercises. *Book 1* contains questions on content and fill-in exercises. Each lesson in *Book 2* contains a "culminating activity" with content questions and re-write exercises. Exercises in *Book 3* are similar to those in *Book 2* and are called "cumulative practice."


Beginning texts for children in middle schools. Each book contains a phonetic table of English sounds, but transcription is used only in lists of new words found at the end of each book. Lessons consist of oral work, reading passages, fill-in, question-and-answer, and re-write exercises, with some use of dialogs.


Books for middle schools: *Book 1* is somewhat graded, contains pronunciation exercises with phonetic transcription, provision for oral work through illustrations, and various fill-in and grammatical exercises for the beginning student. *Book 2* consists of easy reading passages and dialogs with some traditional grammatical exercises. *Book 3* contains reading passages and some poetry with questions on content. Books for high schools: *Book 1* contains a section on the sounds of English, with occasional transcription of beginning lessons; vocabulary usage exercises and questions on content of reading passages. *Book 2* follows a similar format, but on a slightly more advanced level.

The first three *Steps* constitute the beginning section of this course. Lessons consist of dialogs or reading passages followed by sentences for study, insertion and transformation exercises, and a section on pronunciation and intonation. New vocabulary items are transcribed phonetically at the bottom of each page. *Senior 1-3* contain more advanced reading passages with questions on content, grammatical explanations, and some completion and rewrite exercises. At the end of each book there are sections of extra readings, songs, points of grammar, and a vocabulary list with phonetic transcription and definitions.


Twenty units, 100 lessons in each book. Detailed index in English and Korean. Glossary. Instructions for both teacher and native informant. ACLS format and content.


Originally designed for use in the one-day English In-service Workshops for Korean teachers of English, but adopted for use in middle and high school classes. Manuals contain oral pattern practice drills, marked for intonation, with instructions to the teacher. Each chart consists of nine culturally oriented pictures which illustrate the content of the drills in each unit.


Beginning text for children. Introduction contains the phonetics of English with comments in Korean. Lessons consist of dialog or simple reading passages with fill-in, question-and-answer, and completion exercises. New words are phonetically transcribed at the bottom of each page.


A series for Korean college students based on the *Intensive Course in English* of English Language Services, Inc., and *English Sentence Patterns* by the English Language Institute Staff of the University of Michigan. Each lesson is divided into two sections: dialog and reading. Each of these sections contains pattern practices, material for either dialog participation or reading comprehension, and language laboratory work. Laboratory exercises on pre-recorded tapes.


The first three of a projected series of monthly pamphlets designed to familiarize adults in Singapore with useful conversational British English. English is kept quite simple. Some illustrations to explain terms. Topics of conversation are every-day matters, such as saving, types of careers, the bicycle, etc. Some review questions and vocabulary explanations.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

MALAYAN


Readers, for young children, with carefully graded vocabulary. Word-lists included. Contain illustrations, exercises, review exercises. Series is graded from beginning to seventh year of learning English. Patterned after Michael West's *New Method Series*. *How to Use the New Method Malayan Primers and Readers I*: An introduction to the method and practice of this version of the *New Method Series*. Contains a working description of the method, fundamental ideas behind it, different stages of introducing the material, some suggestions for classroom practice, teacher-games, exercises, etc.


A series for children. The *Teacher’s Handbook for the First Year* contains pattern practice and other materials for classroom use, the purpose of each stage, detailed instructions for teaching each section, and the corresponding material in the students' readers and workbooks. No transcription, but the stress is marked in the pronunciation sections. Readers are culturally oriented and colorfully illustrated. Workbooks are illustrated as teaching aids and contain comprehension, vocabulary, and fill-in exercises.


For one year's study in secondary schools. The first of a series of three texts leading to the Lower Certificate of Education and other similar examinations. Each lesson has a reading selection, a grammatical point, a passage for punctuation, suggestions for composition, and material for oral work. Attention to pronunciation, especially intonation. Limited use of transcription. Two-word verbs in a phrase context in appendix. *Teacher’s Handbook* provides guide to content of each lesson and suggestions for class procedure.


Exercise books for teaching written English to children. Emphasis on vocabulary and controlled sentence structure. Some traditional grammatical explanations. Illustrations are used for instructional purposes. Vocabulary, sentence combination, word formation, question-answer, and conversion exercises.
Graded reading material for young children. Short, controlled vocabulary used to introduce structure points. Readers I-III are colorfully illustrated. Readers VI-IX contain more difficult passages and various exercises. Accompanying teacher's books contain detailed instructions on use of readers and supplementary oral work which utilizes drills, substitution tables, and various activities.


Norwegian

Book I consists of forty-eight one-page lessons, each containing sentences for drill work and a dialog or reading passage. Book II contains sixty one-page lessons, followed by review tests and dictation passages, and a few rhymes, verses, and songs. Some use of phonetic transcription. Illustrations used as teaching aids.

A literary reader for Gymnasium students. Includes both British and American prose, poetry, fiction, essays, etc. Notes in separate volume are historical, biographical and lexical. Some transcription in IPA. Some glossing in Norwegian.

Selections of literary and historical reading material for advanced students. Contains much information about Britain and the United States.

SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


Revision of a well-known traditional reference grammar.

Book I is a collection of historical and literary readings for students in the English Sequence of the Gymnasium. Includes essays, poems, plays, short stories by British and American authors. Also includes maps of England and the United States. Book II has more "advanced" literature and primary source documents as historical matter. Notes and exercises contained in the Anmerkninger.

Partially descriptive and partially historical study of the pronunciations (according to Daniel Jones) of the graphs "ow" and "ou" in English. Designed to help Norwegians pronounce these words consistently and overcome conflicts caused by English orthography and their own phonemic system.

Reading passages on life in Britain, the United States, and in countries of the British Commonwealth, for intermediate students. Also includes excerpts from English literature and a section of simple songs. Notes on more difficult passages at the end of the book. Phonetic transcription of proper names.


Intermediate textbook for eighth-grade students. Material arranged in nine-
teen lessons consisting of dialogs, stories, and anecdotes. Grammar and vocabulary notes at the end.

Selection of written exercises in elementary English which also lend themselves to oral practice with a teacher. Meant for testing and teaching in upper grades of Norwegian primary schools. The workbooks offer a vocabulary of 725 words. Illustrations and cross-word puzzles used as teaching aids.

A complete course in beginning English for the elementary school. Attractively illustrated. Direct method throughout with emphasis first on speaking. Orientation British. Some IPA transcription. Teachers’ volumes quite detailed.

Picture sequences used as a basis for oral practice and conversation. Each series of pictures is provided with a set of questions and the necessary Norwegian-English vocabulary items for the answers. May also be used for written assignments. Designed for first three years of secondary school.

Series of three readers for three successive years in secondary schools. First book assumes two years of English. Selections of poetry, drama and prose from British and American authors representing variety of styles, periods, and cultural content. Also excerpts from British and American history and selected extracts from newspaper articles, famous speeches, etc. Notes in English at the end of each book give information on authors and points of interest or difficulty in the sections.

Beginner’s text for elementary school. Lessons almost entirely in English. Each consists of a text followed by questions on grammar and exercises. A 22-page traditional reference grammar and an English-Norwegian glossary. IPA transcription used sparingly after first four lessons. A few grammatical explanations in simple English.

Short traditional reference grammar “for schools and self-study.”

Reader I for moderately advanced learners. Contains fairy tales, anecdotes, poems, songs and selections of “cultural” content. Each piece followed by a
few exercises. Page-by-page vocabularies at end of book. IPA transcriptions used in moderation. Most selections adapted from British and American sources with many specially written pieces. English Reader II. A miscellany of literary and historical works, dialogs, essays, puzzles, songs, etc. Some comprehension and discussion questions. Numerous pictures, maps, and drawings. Format is similar to Reader I.

PERSIAN

For beginning English in Afghan schools. Aim is to teach students "to read well, to speak and understand acceptably and to write to some degree in English." Materials based on contrastive analyses. Cultural content mainly Afghan. Approach is through extensive oral drills, with use of pictures, diagrams, and objects. Teacher acts as model though there are some stress and intonation marks to guide him. Reading and writing follow, and reinforce oral work. Comprehension emphasized more in later texts. Each text contains instructions to the teacher in Introduction. Last two have special editions for teachers, containing instructions on pages facing corresponding student's page. Some use of Pashtu and Persian. Work Book gives attention to handwriting and contains exercises on reading comprehension and sample tests. Projected series to contain some twelve text books and a number of supplementary readers.

Intended for beginners in high schools. First twenty-five lessons, completely oral, appear only in the teacher's book which provides detailed directions for oral practice, and pronunciation aids in the form of phonetic transcription and intonation markings. Picture wall charts are provided separately. Student's book emphasizes mechanics of reading and writing with simple vocabulary and structural context. Also contains a glossary of words and illustrative sentences.


Based on E. V. Gatenby's A Direct Method English Course. The series emphasizes problems encountered by students of English in Iran. Book One
contains elementary reading passages, questions and answers, exercises, and dictation passages. Some illustrations. Teachers’ Book One contains an explanation of the method and comments on the vocabulary, structures, and plan of each lesson.

See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

POLISH

A recorded course presumably for adults. Text includes thirty-seven dialogs, grammatical observations and comments, and exercises. Last part of text includes Polish translation of dialogs, key to exercises, pronunciation chart and English-Polish dictionary.


Fifteen lessons in spoken American English for beginning students. Each lesson contains sentences for drill, pattern practices, sentences in Polish for translation into English, and vocabulary exercises. Drill sentences are accompanied by Polish equivalents, and instructions and explanations are presented in both English and Polish.

SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Descriptive meaning-oriented grammar of contemporary British English in Polish for secondary schools. Ample contrastive reference to Polish structure. Major sections deal with pronunciation, morphology and syntax. Supplementary material on spelling, "principles of reading and writing" and word-formation.

Text for students in Polish higher schools. Lessons begin with example sentences or readings, followed by exercises. Some transcription (IPA). Intonation marked by bars with arrows for terminals. Essentially British English. Appendix includes: the alphabet, the sounds of English, pronunciation variants, auxiliary and irregular verbs and vocabulary.

Beginner's course for adults accompanied by four long-playing discs. Twenty-five lessons consisting of short sections of dialog, each devoted to a certain teaching point and organized around a subject. Material graded on basis of contrastive analysis. Limited vocabulary (900 items). Translations of dialogs and grammatical and lexical explanations in Polish. No exercises or transcription. British, American, and Polish cultural content.


New three-year course, 1961-64, is presently being written.

First three books of a four-year elementary course in British English for secondary schools. The approach is eclectic with the main emphasis shifting from vocabulary to structure as the course advances. Illustrated and topically varied teaching text followed by grammatical explanations in Polish. Exercises of many kinds. IPA transcription. Cultural material almost exclusively British. Teacher's guide published separately for each book.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Twenty-four sections of beginning English for Polish students. A section contains sentence patterns and dialogs, grammatical observations, pronunciation, rhythm and intonation comments and drills, and tests. Silent reading passages after section fifteen. Devised transcription. Dots and lines mark rhythm and intonation. Notes and dictionary at end.

PORTUGUESE

Graded lessons beginning with picture-conversations. Approach is oral and written. Works through written exercises and grammatical frames to reading exercises with questions. Orientation essentially British. Lists of irregular verbs at the ends of books three and four.

A series of six graded textbooks and a teacher's manual covering a three-year course. Based on aural-oral approach. Pronunciation drills presented in phonetic transcription. Oral drills marked for intonation, as are the pattern dialogs. Brief grammatical explanations in Portuguese. Written work based on structures and vocabulary learned in class. Illustrations used as teaching aid.


Originally developed for use in the binational center at São Paulo, Brazil. Based on method developed at Michigan. Each part represents the work of one semester. Basic patterns of English introduced progressively "by means of the Informant-Drill technique." Abundant oral practice in substitution exercises. "Phonetic representation of all new patterns and meanings" for private study. Portuguese versions of all pattern sentences and vocabulary supplied in each lesson. English word-list with lesson references given at end. Teacher's manual available.

Officially approved for school use in Brazil. Texts for reading, sometimes dated. Oral and written exercises, mostly question-answer and completion in the *First Book*; rearrangement, restatement, and conversation in *Second Book*. 
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Brief grammatical commentary in English. Steep grading. No discussion of pronunciation or use of transcription. Brazilian cultural content. Illustrations used as teaching aids.

RUSSIAN


For use in pedagogical institutes and foreign language departments. Includes a theoretical introduction on the role of lexicology in foreign language teaching. Sixteen chapters on the word as a linguistic unit, word types, affixation, conversion, compound words, loan words, American differences, stylistic differences, synonyms, antonyms and homonyms, historical classification and English lexicography.

Used in pedagogical institutes to teach word formation for purposes of vocabulary building. English prefixes and suffixes listed for each stem type. Presents translation exercises to demonstrate comparable Russian and English types of affixation. Also discusses compound words, conversion and stress.

A theoretical grammar with sections on morphology and syntax for higher educational institutions not specializing in languages. Explanations and illustrations of traditional parts of speech in Morphology section. Comments on subject, predicate, object, attribute, adverbial modifiers, and various types of sentences and clauses in section on Syntax.

For seventh grade of middle schools. Lessons consist of grammatical explanations in Russian, reading texts, and exercises, which include substitution tables, questions on texts, etc. Intonation indicated with stress marks and curved arrows. Some use of transcription based on IPA. Illustrations used for instructional purposes.

A book of picture riddles and puzzles for middle school students. To solve puzzles student must find the appropriate English words. All instructions and questions in Russian. English answers included in back of book.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

For extracurricular work with fifth through seventh grade children in English clubs once a week. Picture games, rhymes, and puzzles designed to improve command of English.

Graded exercises on the use of the definite and indefinite articles and "absence of the article" for university and pedagogical institute majors in English. Introduction presents grammatical explanations; key to exercises in back of book.

For advanced courses in foreign language institutes. Nineteen chapters dealing with practical situations. Texts, dialogs, lexical and grammatical commentaries and exercises. Designed to elicit forms of interrogations and address. Constructing sentences on a model. Translation, completion and conversion. Content reflects Soviet point of view. Some American and English cultural content.

For use in middle schools. Aims to provide an amusing method of developing the spoken language. Contains 87 stories in pictures accompanied by questions which can be asked by the teacher or by members of the Class. In answering the questions, the student unravels the story. Most are ordinary children's stories with the exception of the last two which are politically oriented.

A third year text used in pedagogical institutes and English departments. Aim is to teach students to read English literary works in the original for purposes of literary criticism. Accompanying exercises concerned with style, usage and vocabulary on a fairly elementary level.

For eighth grade middle school pupils. Grammatical explanations in Russian. Lessons consist of reading passages, questions on content, translation exercises, and vocabulary lists. Some pronunciation drills with occasional poems and isolated sentences marked for intonation.

For use by students in advanced courses at foreign language institutes and
departments. A collection of stories by Galsworthy, Huxley, Saroyan, O. Henry and others. Stories are followed by explanations of difficult passages and exercises in rephrasing and translation.


For fifth and sixth grade courses in middle school. Content is divided into two sections: school and home. Question-and-answer and discussion exercises. Emphasis on vocabulary.


For students in foreign language institutes and English departments in universities. Contains exercises on etymology, affixation, conversion, semantics. Some exercises on American English lexical differences. Etymological dictionary and lists of affixes, neologisms and archaisms appear in the appendix. Also a list of British-American word counterparts with Russian equivalents.


Material for middle school English teachers to increase their knowledge of everyday vocabulary. The topics include: physical appearance, clothes, meals, home, time, seasons and weather. Each topic has an introduction, dialog, vocabulary list with Russian equivalents and exercises. The orientation is British.


For the upper middle school. A conventional grammar covering morphology and syntax with exercises. The appendix gives some orthographical rules, including punctuation, a table of irregular verbs and a list of prepositions governed by various parts of speech.


For middle school teachers or students in pedagogical institutes or foreign language departments. Topics deal with school life and aim to prepare teachers for conducting language classes in English. Dialogs are to be memorized, reading texts paraphrased. Vocabulary notes follow each selection.


A traditional English grammar including morphology and syntax. Appendix
contains pronunciation rules, tables of various parts of speech and numerous exercises.


A grammar of literary English for pedagogical institutes. Part I—traditional parts of speech; Part II—syntax. Rules stated in English and illustrated with quotations from 19th and 20th century authors translated into Russian.

For fourth grade of elementary schools where some subjects are taught in a foreign language. Third year of English instruction. Twenty lessons with reading passages based on adaptations of London, Wilde, Twain. Soviet material included. Completion and translation exercises based on specific grammatical points.

Used in English composition classes for first year students in pedagogical institutes and universities To be used in conjunction with English textbook by Almazova. Ten chapters containing texts for class analysis, exercises and suggested topics for homework.

Deals with general principles of English punctuation and with use of punctuation marks. Rules on the use of the apostrophe and word division and a bibliography of 39 sources, Russian and English, appended.

Basic reading and pronunciation rules with phonograph records to teach relationship between English sounds and letters. Articulatory description of certain sounds as well as repetition exercises included.

A reader for third year students at pedagogical institutes. Randomly selected prose pieces and poems on subject of nature with adapted dialogs and oral
and written exercises. Each of the five parts has an English-Russian vocabulary list of words and phrases. Objective is to teach conversational English.


For sixth grade middle school pupils. Emphasis on reading and spelling. Intonation and stress are marked in initial texts and dialogs. Numerous picture stories and completion exercises, oriented to written rather than oral work. Verb tables and vocabulary appended.


*Volume I* is an introductory correspondence course in English containing 24 lessons on phonetic-orthographical rules and grammar. English-Russian vocabulary list and key to exercises included in index. *Volume II* is a traditional 2nd year English correspondence course in reading and translation. Twenty lessons contain reading text, grammar and written exercises.


An eighth grade reader with explanatory footnotes. English-Russian vocabulary and list of proper names with phonetic transcription appended.


Elementary grammar-translation course in British English for students in special secondary schools. Lessons 1-3 outline pronunciation of English speech sounds. Each of the remaining 27 lessons has a reading text, vocabulary, grammatical, lexical and other explanations in Russian as well as exercises on grammar and text. Cultural content and subject matter reflect Soviet point of view. A few extracts from Thackeray, Aldridge and Robin Hood stories.


Compiled as a teaching aid for the eight year school. Includes English, Scotch, American folk songs as well as Soviet songs in English translation. Can be used for Pioneer meetings and other work outside of class. Three parts graded for difficulty for sixth, seventh and eighth grades.


Conversational English for people who have basic knowledge of English from middle school and wish to improve their speaking ability. Dialogs on 24 topics such as: weather, time, travelling, shopping, school, the USSR and space, the seven year plan. Russian translations appear beside each. Appendix contains lists of English proverbs, first names, abbreviations, measures and weights.


For students at higher educational institutions not specializing in languages who have studied English in middle school. An advanced reader and review grammar. Content oriented to technical English with a great deal of vocabulary work. A little review of pronunciation as related to traditional spelling. English-Russian glossary.


Main purpose is to develop speaking skill. Each of the 25 lessons has a short text dealing with an everyday situation in Soviet life, a list of words and expressions, a conversation on the same subject, notes in Russian on grammar, usage and vocabulary and questions. All word-lists have IPA transcriptions and Russian translations. Soviet cultural content.


For fifth grade pupils in middle school. Forty graded lessons covering English sounds and their graphic representation. Basic grammar oriented to speakers of Russian. Each lesson contains exercises for class and home, "reading rules" which include phonology and grammatical explanations in Russian. Numerous illustrations and writing samples. Soviet cultural content.
For use in seventh grade of eight year school. Contains reading selections on insect and bird life followed by questions to be answered in English, proverbs to be memorized, riddles and word games. Difficult passages translated in footnotes. An English-Russian vocabulary is appended.

For ninth grade middle school pupils. Reading texts, questions, translations and completion exercises. Vocabulary items with Russian translation at bottom of each page. Includes a table of irregular verb forms and an English-Russian vocabulary list, both of which utilize IPA transcription.

A short reader, consisting of four stories each with detailed notes on grammar and vocabulary. Spelling and the few words in transcription are British, as are the stories themselves.


For third and fourth year English course in language departments and pedagogical institutes. Main purpose is to increase vocabulary. Twelve lessons consisting of extracts from English and American literary works, as well as Soviet newspaper articles translated into English. Questions, completion exercises and material to be translated into English and Russian follow each reading passage.

For sixth grade of schools for workers and farm youth. A Russian translation of a Ukrainian edition. To be covered in 70 class hours. One of a series covering 150 English words and phrases per year. Exercises in paraphrasing, dialog writing and picture storytelling. A grammar review of fifth grade work is appended. Soviet cultural content.

Selection of short stories and anecdotes, humorous verse, tongue-twisters, riddles and proverbs in English. Commentary concentrates on translation difficulties. English-Russian vocabulary with transcriptions. For use as illustrative material for self-study or for advanced students.
SERBO-CROATIAN

See main annotation under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

A handbook for the recordings in the series. Designed for the upper-secondary or university level student. Text of recorded material includes work on sounds, stress, rhythm and intonation. Includes also introduction to phonetics, directions for use of material, and comparison of English and Serbo-Croatian. British English. IPA transcription.

SLOVENIAN

Reader-review grammar for intermediate secondary school students. Each reading followed by grammar point for review and various types of exercises. Emphasis on vocabulary is heavy. Also contains: a lesson by lesson glossary, English IPA, transcription-Slovene. Appendix of extra readings with glosses in footnotes, pronunciation and grammar review, irregular verb tables, and alphabetical cumulative glossary.

For secondary school children. Traditional approach. Material introduced very rapidly in readings. Few exercises, largely conversion and dictation. Some lessons might be adapted for oral practice. Vocabulary is English-IPA transcription-Slovene. Review grammar and word-list by lesson of introduction at end. Large vocabulary in relation to the amount of practice provided.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN LANGUAGES

Bruce, Kenneth C. *Corrective English Speech Course for South-East Asia: Teacher's Book* London: Longmans, 1960. xii, 84 pp.
Designed to be used with the author’s remedial text. The norm is Daniel Jones, as is the transcription system. Numerous charts and diagrams. Major headings include: Endemic Faults: Their Nature and Treatment; Listening and Imitation; Corrective and Special Work; and Teaching Hints. Appendix contains a bibliography of English Speech.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS


For advanced adult foreign students with some knowledge of English structure and adequate vocabulary. Emphasis on oral English. IPA used to transcribe "General American speech." Chapters cover: the phonetic alphabet; the speech mechanism; sounds of general American speech; rhythm and intonation; problems involving vowels, diphthongs and consonants. Exercises include auditory comprehension, pronunciation, and transcription. Emphasis on imitation of model. Focused primarily on the problems of students in Hawaii and Southeast Asia.


Developed by Southeast Asian Regional English Project under AID/University of Michigan contract. Twenty units of pronunciation, twenty units of grammar, twenty units of vocabulary.


Developed by Southeast Asian Regional English Project under AID/University of Michigan contract. Introduces beginning students to spoken and written English. Contains pronunciation drills, grammar drills and writing drills.


Developed by Southeast Asian Regional English Project under AID/University of Michigan contract. Includes pronunciation and grammar drills and vocabulary building exercises.

See also *INDONESIAN, THAI, VIETNAMESE*.

SPANISH


Intended for adult students. Supplies translation of the text material in lessons. Extensive explanations in Spanish. English orthography and transcription side by side in the lessons, but only the transcription is explained. Drills cover all aspects of American pronunciation. LP records available. Books on the same plan, published by the American Council of Learned Societies, were prepared also for ten other languages. See main entry under ACLS in *GENERAL TEXT MATERIAL*. 

A set of graded texts. Orientation neither British nor American exclusively, although transcription (modified IPA) and spelling seem more British. *Primer Libro* is based on the 500 most frequent words from Michael West's *General Service List*, *Segundo libro* adds the next 500, and *Tercer libro* the third 500. Material is provided for both oral and reading-writing practice. In advanced volumes emphasis shifts to latter.


Collections of readings in British and American literature for advanced adult students. Short biography of the author, in English, precedes each selection.


Fifty conversation lessons centered around dialogs dealing with everyday experience. All comments, vocabulary and dialogs presented with Spanish translation. Interlinear transcription of English sounds in terms of Spanish phonetic equivalents. Twenty new words introduced in each lesson. Contains a prologue with instructions for the learner and an appendix con. grammar, both in Spanish.

Bumpass, Faye L. *Don and Betty Hall at Home and at School; Don and Betty Hall in High School*. Rev. eds. Lima, Peru: Sanmarti, 1952-53.

For use in high schools in Peru, on the beginning level. Uses "functional approach" in introducing limited vocabulary and structures in contexts suitable to high school age students. Texts include instructions to teacher and pupils, teaching games, songs, exercises of various kinds and conversational material. Written exercises include dictations, and some Spanish-English translation. Some tests, and glossaries from English to Spanish.

See: Bumpass, Faye L. *We Learn English*, (General Text Material).


For use on the intermediate and advanced levels in high schools in Peru. Similar in format to the *Don and Betty Hall series* by Faye L. Bumpass.

For adults or young adults. Introduction gives brief information on phonetics (IPA, with numerous articulatory diagrams) and history of language. Vocabulary introduced gradually. Grammar introduced inductively and later reviewed. Vocabulary essentially based on Michael West's *General Service List*. Numerous conversation exercises and phonetic reviews throughout. Spanish frequently used in text. Also verb list and pronouncing vocabulary citing lesson of introduction.

A series of texts, subtitled "Texto provisional conforme con los programas aprobados por la sección perfeccionamiento y experimentación." *First Year* consists of written home exercises and oral exercises or selections to be read for classroom practice. Vocabulary and structures controlled. *Second Year* designed to follow the preceding. Follows roughly the same plan and format, with more complex structures, more systematic treatment of grammar, and expanded vocabulary. *Third Year* follows the same plan as first two with increasing complexity of structures and extent of vocabulary. Level at the end is intermediate or upper-intermediate.

*Curso de inglés por correspondencia*, Barcelona, Spain: AFHA, Instituto Internacional de Enseñanza por Correspondencia, 1957.
Includes twenty-three lessons plus final examination. Accompanied by twelve 45 rpm. long-playing records. Lessons presented through pictures and devised transcription based on Spanish spelling. Spanish translation appears on back of pictures. Examination for each lesson consists of a visual section in which student responds to a question written in English below a picture, and a written section in which the student changes forms, fills blanks and translates.

Set of "direct method" texts for Argentine students. Orientation and content British. IPA transcription used exclusively in first forty pages with English orthography after this. Basic lessons planned for oral presentation and practice. Review grammar sections. Written exercises and translation passages provided to satisfy syllabus requirements. Shift in explanations gradually made in the direction of English, so that in the second volume there is only a Spanish introduction. Third volume is totally in English.
SPECIFIC LANGUAGE BACKGROUNDS

Introductory and intermediate texts for adults. Emphasis is on spoken language, with material introduced and practiced in dialogs. Occasional review
and writing lessons. Longer reading exercises presented in second half of the second volume. Grammatical terminology is conservative, but emphasis is on practice material rather than grammar per se. Transcription (a modified IPA) used sparingly. Appendices contain principal parts of common irregular verbs and sample conjugations. English is used throughout.

See *English in Action* by same author in General Text Material.

A child's dictionary. Preface says it is based on 650 of the highest frequency words used by American children in conversation and reading. Each entry is given a Spanish equivalent, used in an English sentence which is then translated into Spanish, and illustrated with a small drawing. Complete listing is given at end of volume. Preface gives suggestions for classroom use.

A graded series for secondary school students. Emphasis, as indicated in foreword, is on “thorough grounding in English construction and idiom.” Pronunciation in *Books I and II* indicated in terms of Spanish equivalent sounds; in *Book III*, IPA symbols used. Many practice exercises based on content of reading selections and grammar presentations. English-Spanish translation exercises regularly in *Books II and III*. Reading selections provide information on life and history of English-speaking countries and include poems, songs, anecdotes, etc. by well-known authors. Some informational material is out-dated in both form and content. All three books contain a brief grammar and an English-Spanish glossary.

Officially approved series of work-books for Cuban schools. Emphasis on structure. Vocabulary carefully graded. Oral work given priority over written work. Graded grammar exercises include completion, transformation, fill-in, etc. Frames tabulating grammatical material used throughout. Introduction in Spanish. No transcription.

Orientation to Spanish-speakers appears to be mostly at vocabulary level in first two volumes. Lessons contain sections on some English sounds with attempt to link spelling with sound. Grammatical orientation traditional.
Numerous exercises and reading passages. Third volume all in English. Contains more advanced exercises in composition, conversation, grammar, idioms, pronunciation, reading, spelling, and vocabulary.

Introductory text following program of Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 1959. Restricted in introduction of material to “Basic English” list and Michael West’s *General Service List.* Some transcription (modified IPA) and slight British orientation. Also some work on relation of pronunciation to English spelling. Some grammar explained in Spanish with English examples. Much material for reading and conversation. Exercises in translation, identification, conversion, completion, multiple choice, etc. English-transcription-Spanish glossary.

Work-books with grammatical and lexical exercises meant to supplement those in textbooks used in Argentine secondary schools. Types of exercises include completion, conversion, answering questions, “paradigmatic,” composition, translation, direct and indirect speech, etc. Traditional grammatical terminology.

*Segundo curso:* Reading text and review-grammar for intermediate adult Spanish-speakers. Also includes some practice on phonetics (modified IPA transcription). Content chiefly oriented to the needs of technical students in agriculture, naval science, mining, etc. Many illustrations especially of technical matter. *Tercer curso:* More advanced version of the above, omitting the grammar sections. Exercises in translation and conversation based on readings. Spanish-English and English-Spanish glossaries.


A short comedy in English adapted for acting by Spanish-speaking students of English. Short English-Spanish glossary.

An eighth edition of the author’s *Método ecléctico de inglés*. For secondary schools and universities. Each lesson composed of: 1. Sentence Patterns and Vocabulary; 2. Structure; 3. Conversation and Reading; 4. Exercises; and 5. Phonology. Transcription of vowels modified Trager-Smith. Devised transcription of consonants. Spanish explanations. Illustrations and articulatory diagrams. Translation exercises Spanish to English used as homework after lesson has been presented in class. Also conversion and completion exercises and reading passages.


Intended for development of reading ability in secondary schools. Lessons contain vocabulary, grammar, and reading sections, oral and written practice exercises, and section on phonetics. Some translation exercises. All explanations in Spanish. English-Spanish glossary of new words in each volume together with a phonetic transcription of each word. English occasionally sounds non-native.


Meant as a remedial course in American English pronunciation either concurrent with other English classes or as an introduction to “grammar, dictation, reading, conversation, etc.” Non-standard transcription based on English spelling but also indicating rising, level and falling intonations. Spanish translation, page by page. Word index.


A course for beginners in secondary schools. Preface to each book is teacher’s guide. Material presented orally as well as in print. Lessons graded and illustrated. Content related to everyday life of students. Intonation marked by lines and stresses in pupils’ portions. *Book I* appendix has pronunciation transcription material (modified IPA) for teacher. Workbooks accompanying the three texts have tear-out written exercises keyed to lessons in texts.
Grammar-translation course in English for Spanish-speaking beginners. Thirty-four lessons, each consisting of a "Paste Grammatical," concise grammatical comment in Spanish on various items with paradigms, lists, and tables; a "Vocabulario" with pronunciation marked in non-standard transcription; materials for reading and conversation; exercises of many types but mainly translation into English. Argentine cultural content.

Beginning textbook for Spanish-speaking students. Teacher serves as pronunciation model. No transcription or intonation marks. Each lesson begins with a short dialog and contains sections on pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and some material for oral practice.

Introduction to English language and literature for advanced Spanish-speaking students. Sketch of history of language with special emphasis on vocabulary, written in Spanish. Quick survey of English and American literary history also in Spanish. Selections of writings from Chaucer to Masefield, with an occasional biographical introduction, in English. Also contains lists of strong verbs and English-Spanish glossaries for each selection. Some IPA transcription in the glossary.

Exercise book for primary grade children who presumably already know how to read and write Spanish. Oral activities devised by teacher precede reading and writing exercises. Content related to children's experiences, especially in the primary units taught in first three grades in Puerto Rico.


A series of progressive lessons for children. The material is introduced orally in *Book I* with numerous exercises for both oral and written practice. Grammatical explanations are in Spanish with numerous English examples. Orientation is British, with IPA transcription. Intonation is treated throughout.
Book II emphasizes reading but continues work on pronunciation and grammar. Book III has English texts, review sections, and some exercises in translation from Spanish to English. All volumes have extensive glossaries. Recordings available.


An advanced course in General American English for young people planning to visit the United States. Abundant practice material: repetition, substitution, and pattern drills. Indebted to Fries and Lado for the presentation of grammatical points. Conversations utilize continuous story built around typical situations in which the students are likely to find themselves in the United States. All conversations have Spanish equivalents on opposite columns.

A series of textbooks designed to help New York City teachers in elementary and secondary schools meet the language problems of Puerto Rican pupils. Each book has introductory chapters on modern scientific language teaching method and lists of English structural patterns classified according to their similarity or non-similarity to Spanish patterns. Also included is a discussion of the pronunciation problems of Spanish-speaking pupils. The second part of each book is devoted to “Suggested Experiences with Related Vocabulary and Language Patterns” centered around orientation and social studies units. Each book also contains a word-list.

Paez B., Ramiro. The School Reader. 6 vols. [Viña del Mar], Chile: Imprenta “San Francisco,” 1950-60.

A new revised edition of the series published in 1937 for secondary schools. Foreword contains suggestions for teachers. Provision made for oral work in
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vocabulary items, grammar exercises and reading selections. Approach is eclectic. Translation and dictation exercises. Grammar traditional in content but treated functionally. Some attention to vocabulary and grammar items which present difficulties to speakers of Spanish.

A text for schools designed to introduce 20 words per lesson plus simple structures and to review them consistently throughout the text. Orientation neither British nor American. Spanish used for explanations and glossing. No transcription, but a section on pronunciation in terms of nearest Spanish equivalent. Lessons and exercises (including translation) quite traditional, but might be adaptable for oral practice.


Puerto Rico, University of. The Faculty of the Basic Course in English. A Manual for the Basic Course in English: Structure. 2 vols. [Rio 'Piedras]: Faculty of General Studies, Univ. of Puerto Rico, 1959-60.

A group of selected readings and translations, for rather advanced students of English. Included are short stories, one-act plays, and American and British poetry. Short biographical notes on authors at the end of the volume. No notes or glossary.

A four-year course of lessons for Chilean children, presumably at the elementary school level. Technique basically “direct method,” with Spanish only in glossaries which are arranged English-transcription (IPA)-Spanish. Numerous exercises, songs and teaching-games. First volume has an active vocabulary of 450 words; second, a total of 1050; third and fourth expand reading knowledge and use wider vocabulary. Basic structures introduced cumu-
latively throughout. Orientation essentially British with some American content. The series was first published in 1919-20.

Elementary grammar-translation course approved for Argentine schools. Beginning lessons transcribed in Jones alphabet. Approach is oral at first, through use of illustrations and transcription. Later lessons have reading passages, grammatical explanations, exercises such as question-and-answer, dictation, translation, etc. English-Spanish vocabulary.


A series of textbooks prepared by the English Section, Department of Education, San Juan, Puerto Rico for students in elementary and secondary schools. The six texts cover work from Grade 4 (age 10-14) through last year of secondary school. Five teachers' guides accompany texts. Though prepared for Puerto Ricans, may also be used elsewhere. Based on analysis of English and difficulties of Puerto Rican students. Aims for mastery of basic structures, sounds, and fundamental patterns. No language but English is used throughout texts, but use of vernacular is permitted for explanations in the accompanying teachers' books. Cultural content adapted to age of student but American in orientation. Teachers' books contain reduced replica of each page of student's text with detailed instructions on preparation of lessons, presentation and classroom procedures. Appendix on Pronunciation and Spelling in Teachers' Guide to Book VI.

A reference and review grammar approved by the Ministry of Education for use in centers of English instruction.

Graded textbooks intended for the 5th and 6th years of elementary school and the first year of secondary school in Guatemala. Illustrated for instructional purposes. Lessons consist of a reading section, a grammar section and
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oral and written exercises. English-Spanish vocabulary with each lesson. Many poems and songs and much factual material with interest appeal for adolescent learners.


A series of four language manuals for secondary school students in Panama. Emphasis is on vocabulary and sentence patterns. No transcription. There are some reading and writing exercises. The teacher's guidebook contains detailed instructions for presentation of materials. Based essentially on the Michigan pattern drill techniques.


For the first year of secondary schools in Venezuela. Content based on the official course of study of the Ministry of Education. Presents 340 words drawn mainly from the Thorndike frequency list. Exercises on verb tenses presented in traditional grammar context. Stick figure drawings used for instructional purposes. Modified direct method approach. Some explanations are given in Spanish. Students practice orally first, then read and write.


Aural-oral text of English for Uruguayan children, completely in English with the exception of the short preface to the student. Material designed to be introduced and thoroughly practiced orally, and finally read and written. Introduction of vocabulary and structure quite strictly controlled. A little IPA (British usage) transcription as guide to pronunciation practice. Preface has introduction for the teacher; appendix has word-list.


Transcribed readings for Spanish-speaking learners of English. Contains detailed discussion of English sounds (British usage), phonetic charts, articulatory diagrams, pair-contrasts, and contrasts with dangerously similar Spanish words. Notation is simplified IPA. Many graded practice exercises, for various styles, written in notation.


Book of elementary English for Paraguayan schools. Explanations in Spanish. Much grammatical and lexical material. Each of the six chapters contains "useful phrases" for memorization, commentary on grammar, reading passages, and various written and oral exercises. Teacher as model.


For Spanish speakers who wish to learn English without a teacher. All grammatical explanations in Spanish. Also translations of vocabulary and exercise
material. Phonetic transcription and accent marks. Contains twenty lessons each having both oral and written practice exercises. Appendix supplies the answers to exercises. English-Spanish glossary and an index.

A list of about 1000 common English expressions with Spanish translations and sentences to illustrate the meaning given.

Supplementary reader for children in the fifth and sixth years of English. Material graded into two levels for grammatical structure. Vocabulary kept within the first 4000 words of the Thorndike-Lorge list. "Difficult" words and idioms footnoted, sometimes in English, sometimes in Spanish. Each reading followed by comprehension questions. Designed as a review of the vocabulary and structures introduced in the first four years of English study.

**SWEDISH**


English-Swedish word-lists classified under various subjects with phonetic transcriptions of English entries. Alphabetical index of English words.

Materials for unprepared reading in class for higher grades in Swedish schools. Twenty-eight are by British authors and seven by American. Varied in style and subject-matter with little adaptation. A few items of vocabulary glossed in footnotes.

A book of elementary British English for Swedish schools. Reading text with commentary on grammar and pronunciation in Swedish. IPA transcription with marks for rising and falling intonation added. The grading is rather steep. British and U.S. cultural content. Vocabularies for each lesson and whole text are appended. *Övingar till engelska för nybörjare,* consisting of two volumes includes ninety-seven translation exercises on selected grammatical items. Swedish-English vocabulary in each volume.
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A collection of readings for advanced students in secondary schools. Content is widely varied. Some sections designed to be used with phonograph records. Orientation British. Some IPA transcription in glossary. Numerous illustrations and maps. Kommentar contains grammatical, lexical, and other explanations. Also exercises, mostly question-and-answer type, for use with the Läsebok.

Direct-method course to give student “a practical knowledge” of everyday English. Lessons usually consist of an English text, often in dialog form, and questions to be answered using the vocabulary of the text. No phonetic material. Some grammar points covered in exercises, but no grammatical explanations.


For young Swedish children. Lessons primarily oriented to reading skills, although material is designed to be presented orally in beginning stages. Many exercises could be adapted for oral practice. Content chiefly British. Some modified IPA transcription in practice passages and glossary. Contains numerous illustrations, maps, songs, rhymes, etc., extensive word-lists, and traditional review grammar.


Set of readings with notes, chiefly on vocabulary. Special section on differences between American and British usage, especially in relation to pronunciation, vocabulary, and spelling. Transcription of a modified Daniel Jones type is adapted for use with pronunciations found in Kenyon and Knott. The volume, though compiled by Swedes, is proposed for general use abroad.

Practical guide to English pronunciation and spelling for pupils of upper forms of Swedish secondary schools. Objective is to show that there are some "main rules" governing English speech." Covers, in general, words of everyday speech. Modified IPA transcription.


Guide to Swedish-English translation for university students and for teachers' practice in written English. Swedish texts presented in one section. In next section some possible English translations, phrase by phrase, with detailed
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notes to show reasons for choice of certain words and phrases. Word-indexes, Swedish and English, arranged by sections in which words occur. Subject index to grammatical and rhetorical terms may also serve as a reference guide to all users of English in Sweden.

Practice book for advanced students of British English. Records some of the “commonest everyday phrases” in the form of illustrative, sometimes self-explanatory, sentences. Swedish rendition opposite each entry. Alphabetical arrangement according to the main word of a sentence. Americanisms marked. No phonetic notation. May also be used by English speakers for learning Swedish conversation.

Readings to parallel radio programs on American history and famous Americans. Also includes list of books for further reading, short commentary on American English, and glossary, English-transcription (General American IPA—Swedish).

Two workbooks for a course in English for primary schools broadcast by the Swedish Radio. Designed to supplement regular textbook for fifth class (first year of instruction). Explanations go from spelling to sounds. Exercises on 22 vowels and diphthongs in RP (with key), antonyms, principal parts of verbs, the verb “do,” etc. Drawings used for instruction in meanings. English-Swedish vocabulary.

Collections of English and American readings for advanced students. Some in Vol. I specially written for this text. Others are by various authors. Vol. II almost exclusively by British and American authors. Each reading followed by exercises, comprehension questions, suggestions for compositions and activities, etc. Vocabulary of Vol. I includes English word—IPA transcription—Swedish equivalent. Vol. II has no glossary, but a few lexical notes at the end.

Advanced reading for young students of English. Designed to acquaint them with American economic, social, and political terminology. Much information on American culture, portraying “American realities in ‘American’ work.”
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Course in morphology for younger Swedish students. For each point there are short illustrative sentences with Swedish translations followed by a short explanation in traditional terminology. Many words transcribed in modified IPA. Some exercises and an English-Swedish vocabulary of about 1000 appended.

Collection of readings in very informal American English. Some mixture of levels of usage. Designed to accompany a series of Radio Sweden broadcasts. Subject matter is everyday life and customs, with a few passages pertaining to pioneer and frontier life. Glossary is English-Swedish in order of appearance in the readings. Some IPA transcriptions. British usage indicated.

An intermediate text suitable for young adults in Swedish schools or for self-study. Material in form of short essays, stories, poems, or conversations on subjects related to everyday usage and travel in England. Selections heavily noted in Swedish. Illustrated, frequently with words transcribed in IPA. Numerous practical exercises of various types. English-transcription-Swedish glossary by lesson, and alphabetical word-list indicating lesson in which each item is introduced.

English adventure story with page-by-page English-Swedish vocabulary. English words transcribed in modified IPA.

The text of the story plus page-by-page English-IPA transcription-Swedish glossary and note on author.

THAI

A course for advanced students of American English with emphasis on Thai problems. Also suitable for reference. Thirty-six graded lessons, each commenting on an item of grammar including syntax and mechanics of writing. Exercises on same. For use with teacher or self-study.

Developed by the Southeast Asian Regional English Project under AID/Uni-
versity of Michigan contract. Originally written to provide additional drills for R. C. Burrows *Oxford English Course for Thailand*. Can be used with other texts.

Developed by Southeast Asian Regional English Project under AID/University of Michigan contract. Provides additional pronunciation drills to various approved texts.


See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.

For adult Thai students who have had eight or nine years of English. Emphasis on spoken English—pronunciation and intonation. Transcription based on a modified form of the Trager-Smith analysis, and pitch and stress on works of A. L. Davis and K. Croft. Each lesson takes some sounds of English and provides material for drilling them in words and grammatical patterns. Thai used for glossing. Part I contains instructions to teacher, but there are suggestions throughout the books. A few illustrations and diagrams.

Series of linguistically oriented lessons for adult Thais. Uses much the same pattern as ACLS materials. Much glossing and explanation in Thai. Trager-Smith notation. Teacher’s guide suggests tests and comprehension exercises.

Developed by the Southeast Asian Regional English Project under an AID/University of Michigan contract. Designed to teach students of the first year secondary schools to speak, understand, read and write English. Explanations mostly in Thai. Diagrams, transcription (Michigan modified IPA) and ordinary orthography are used for the materials to be taught. The books seem to follow the basic Michigan pattern, adapted to the special needs of Thai speakers. Abundant drill and practice materials.

Developed by Southeast Asian Regional English Project under an AID/University of Michigan contract. Provides basic materials for course in methods of teaching English at teacher training colleges.

See also SOUTHEAST ASIA

TURKISH


Every-day conversations in English followed by translations into Turkish. Intended for students who already know some English. Main situation headings are: The English Family in England, The Turkish Family in Turkey, The Turkish and English Families in Turkey, The Two Families in England. Vocabulary at the end of the volume.


Intended for adults. Based on a study of difficulties that English will present to Turks. Lays special stress on pronunciation and intonation. All explanations appear both in Turkish and English. Extensive use of Turkish in glossing of words and sentences. The phonemic transcription makes use of Turkish symbols where expedient. A variety of exercises provides material for drills in sounds and structure. Some inconsistencies in the presentation of structural categories and transcription.


Words and phrases collected by situational use. Key to pronunciation of Turkish.


See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.


For adult or young adult Turks. Lessons emphasize active drill with a native speaker. Explanations in both English and Turkish. Transcription, used heavily especially at the beginning of the volume, is Trager-Smith modified to make best use of Turkish orthography. Four stresses marked. Colloquial American English. Material deals with everyday situations.

Thirty-five lessons, each with many subdivisions, following roughly the plan and organization of the ACLS series, although there are extensive differences in vocabulary and subject matter. The first eight lessons present all material in English spelling, Turkish equivalent, and transcription (Trager-Smith modified for Turkish orthography). Later lessons present material in English spelling with Turkish equivalents. Eventually all the material is in English spelling.


Intended for adult Turks beginning English. Spoken language emphasized, especially at first with intensive drill based on a study of difficulties encountered by Turks. The grammatical material is graded. Transcription makes use of Turkish orthography where possible. Explanations and most instructions in Turkish. The teachers' handbook in English contains explanations on plan of book and instructions on its use.

**UKRAINIAN**


Textbook used in Ukrainian universities and pedagogical institutes. Extensive survey of contemporary English word stock, excerpts from English literature, and glossary of English-Ukrainian lexicological terms.


Elementary survey of English for adult Ukrainian immigrants. The emphasis is on pronunciation and English intonation is not discussed. In other aspects (morphology, syntax, lexicon) follows traditional lines. Teaches a vocabulary of some 3000 "most frequently used words." No exercises.


A reader designed for the third and fourth year student in universities and pedagogical institutes. Though published for and oriented to readers in USSR, it is totally in English. Readings include notes and exercises for grammar practice, composition and discussion. Appendix contains tables of affixes, descriptions of compounds and synonyms. Reflects Soviet thought.

A textbook of English phonetics for speakers of Ukrainian. Contains descriptive material, articulatory diagrams and photographs, reading selections in IPA transcription, and pronunciation exercises. Also sections on orthography, transliteration of names from Cyrillic, and a short bibliography.


VIETNAMESE


See main entry under ACLS Spoken English Series in General Text Material.


The first of a series of beginning texts for use in Vietnamese high schools. Modern linguistic approach, influenced by ACLS texts. Each of the twenty-five lessons contains a section on basic sentences in the form of a dialog; pronunciation exercises consisting of minimal pairs in phonemic transcription; grammatical explanations and exercises; a dictation passage; and a vocabulary list. Grammatical explanations in Vietnamese, with Vietnamese translation of dialog and vocabulary.

Designed for use in first year teacher training programs. Presentations and drills on recognition and pronunciation of American English with particular attention to the problems of Vietnamese speakers. Some articulatory diagrams with notation in the Michigan system for segmentals and intonation. Teacher's material in Introduction and throughout the text.


Drills and exercises on the pronunciation of standard American English. Phonetic transcription of segmentals based on Michigan system. Intonation marked by notes and lines. Special emphasis on the problems of speakers of Vietnamese as determined by contrastive analysis with English. Minimal pairs used in recognition and production exercises. Some articulatory description. Notes to the teacher throughout the text.

See also SOUTHEAST ASIA
Text Material for Specialized Fields


For Soviet higher technical schools. Contains original English texts in various disciplines, including mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics, machine building, metallurgy, etc., for outside reading and translation. An English-Russian glossary of technical terms appended. Also grammatical notes to aid in translation of difficult passages.


A collection of English reading texts on building construction for teaching advanced Russian students to read foreign literature in their specialty. Explanatory notes and illustrations accompany texts and English-Russian glossary of construction terms included. Tables of weights and measures appended.


Used in Soviet schools of military engineering to train students to read and translate scientific and technical literature in their field. First part contains 16 lessons with reading texts on aviational topics, exercises, grammar and translations. Second part concerned with building technical vocabulary. Third part comments in Russian on pronunciation and grammar. English-Russian vocabulary included.


A sequence of basic syntactic patterns of English. Mainly for oral work. Detailed instructions to help an untrained instructor use the oral approach with texts. Content pertinent to Navy and Army life. Accompanying Laboratory Exercises in separate volume.


Contains 48 lessons, an appendix and an English-Russian glossary. Aims to teach the students to read medical literature in English. Designed for use by beginning and intermediate students of English. Reading passages consist of hospital reports, medical records, excerpts from professional journals, etc. Emphasis on vocabulary. Exercises are primarily question-and-answer, conversion, and translation types.

A guidebook to scientific, technical, and business writing, originally prepared for native speakers, but of use to the advanced foreign student. Based on thirty principles leading to clear, concise technical written English. Chapters contain descriptions of various types of reports, messages, and articles accompanied by exercises designed to improve the student’s skill in written English.


Simple, clear treatment of the elements of American business English for intermediate level students. Contains discussions and numerous illustrations of types and forms of business letters. Also exercises and grammar review. Appendix contains useful abbreviations, list of irregular verbs and high frequency words in business correspondence.


For pupils of Secondary Commercial Schools who have studied English for two years. The volume is designed to be studied for two school years, with an intake of about 20 words per lesson of the 1600 words covered. Exercises and glossaries following each text. Selections chiefly British. Short list for supplementary reading.


For teaching English commercial practice, as well as English language, to foreign students. Texts assume a level of proficiency equivalent to the successful completion of the Essential English series. Volume I introduces about 500 new words, not included in the series, and deals mainly with features of modern English business and trade and provides exercises on grammatical points. Volume II has more detailed articles on such topics as banking, the stock exchange, foreign exchanges, insurance, industry, monopolies, etc. Numerous illustrations and comprehension questions in both volumes. Some IPA transcription in Glossary.


Handbook of business letters meant for British students. Contrasts British and American techniques. Discusses principles and layout of various types of letters: inquiries, replies, offers, orders, reminders, followup letters, etc., with exercises on each. Short appendix shows some differences in spelling, meaning and syntax of British and American English.


Thirty sample letters sent to or from an imaginary firm "presented in natural


native speakers of English in Africa. Types of letters discussed and illustrated include references, letters of application and resignation, invitations and replies, postcards, telegrams, and letters to newspapers. A special section on the Civil Service and Letter Writing.


For students in Soviet higher educational institutions who have studied English in middle school. Aims to prepare students for independent reading and translation of English technical literature and to provide them with elementary speaking knowledge. Four parts: 1) 20 lessons containing text, vocabulary, grammar and exercises; 2) additional reading material; 3) review grammar; 4) Russian-English dictionary. Texts reflect Soviet point of view.


A carefully prepared course in English for intermediate students at Soviet schools of mines. Main objective is to teach students to read and translate technical texts. Introductory chapter gives rules of pronunciation and is referred to throughout the course. Reading selections from Soviet and British sources, graded but seldom simplified. Grammar traditionally oriented but based on contrastive analysis of English and Russian. Emphasis mainly on vocabulary and word formation. English-Russian vocabulary after first 15 lessons and a general list of some 2300 items covering lexical stock of the course appended at end. Large number of exercises mainly on translation and word formation.


A collection of readings in nautical English, glossed and footnoted for students working for diplomas in Dutch Nautical Schools. Readings are generally on technical subjects and assume a fairly advanced level of English proficiency. Readings include documents, bills of lading, lists of terms and abbreviations, and weights and measures. Also contains listing of principal parts of irregular verbs.


Comprehensive advanced course in commercial English concerned more with business practice than language. Mainly British practice, but some American
also dealt with. First part covers various areas of commercial knowledge such as trade organization, sales and purchases, communications, insurance and customs, etc. Second part contains notes on basic commercial geography. Third part consists of sample letters concerned with a variety of situations. Commercial English-French vocabulary with IPA transcription appended. Lessons in first two parts contain short all-English glossary, question and answer, translation, oral and homework exercises, and topics for composition. Exercises in letter writing also included.


Book of commercial letters with models dealing with orders, shipment of goods, credit opening, etc. Some expressions rather dated. German explanations and glossary.


A text of written technical English for Spanish doctors or medical students with intermediate level knowledge of English. Twenty-four lessons, each consisting of a brief reading passage on some aspect of medicine, a vocabulary list, and a series of traditionally oriented grammatical notes given mainly in Spanish. For use under direction of experienced teacher or for self-study on advanced level.


A set of readings in English on various military subjects with comprehension questions and suggestions for compositions. Readings seem to be for very advanced learners. No Greek in text. A few exercises call for translation of passages into Greek. Short bibliography of contemporary military literature.


For the foreign physician who wishes to improve his command of English and of the medical terminology used in the United States. Dialogs illustrate the daily activity in American hospitals and are followed by an explanation of abbreviations, a vocabulary list, questions, and exercises for use of terminology. Illustrations and charts of medical interest.


Designed to familiarize the French-speaking student with English technical and scientific language and to enable him to read original papers and books without constant reference to a technical dictionary. Assumes some knowledge of English. Each of the 32 lessons consists of 40 to 55 graded sentences devoted to one particular subject: radio-activity, internal combustion engines, wind-tunnels, optics and photography, etc. All lesson materials given in French and English and glossed and commented on in footnotes. Questions
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following each lesson. Phonetic notation based on French spelling. Sample technical drawings.


For use in correspondence courses offered by Soviet technical institutes. Reading extracts from English books and newspapers on popular science including engineering, electronics, and aeronautics. Also Soviet political tracts. Some of the texts also appear in translation for purposes of comparison. Each of the 35 lessons is preceded by a statement of its grammatical content with some exercises.


Elementary course in English designed to prepare adult Russian students for reading and translating scientific and technical literature. Optional supplementary sections teach speaking skill. Contains a 2000-word vocabulary in 26 lessons. The first three lessons concentrate on pronunciation and spelling; all lessons have grammatical and lexical explanations in Russian, original English, reading texts, vocabulary, and exercises. Appendices include key to exercises, verb paradigms, lists of prepositions, and English-Russian vocabulary.


Commercial English for special schools in Germany. Contains explanations, exercises, a vocabulary, and reading selections often in the form of dialogs illustrating commercial practice. Illustrations of business letters. Content mainly British.


For use by students and apprentices studying English as a foreign language while attending a technical school or institute. Twenty-six situations comprise the material which deals with formal written technical English. Includes brief list of supplementary readings and tables of units of measurement. Teacher's Book includes a general introduction to the material of the text, with comments on presentation, oral practice, reading, and exercises.


Based on a Soviet middle school knowledge of English. Economic and political reading texts. Objectives: to introduce the student to the principles of translation; to teach him to inter-relate various elements of his translation and to base it on a lexical and grammatical analysis of the text; to bring his attention to
major differences between the systems of English and Russian; to show him main lexical difficulties, to teach him to use a dictionary. Great variety of exercises.


Shorter version of *A Guide to Commercial English* by same author.

Main problems in English-Russian translation of scientific material are presented in first part. In the second part 1500 frequently mistranslated words, phrases and abbreviations are presented with Russian equivalents. To be used only when an ordinary dictionary does not supply appropriate translation. First in a series on reading and translating English scientific literature.

An advanced level textbook in English for chemistry and pharmacy students in the University of Guayaquil, Ecuador. Relies heavily on Spanish for explanations of grammar rules and vocabulary study. Contains Spanish-English and English-Spanish translation exercises, and some reading and conversation. An extensive vocabulary of chemical and pharmaceutical terms used in the exercises.

For fairly advanced students. Each of the 34 lessons followed by an English-Spanish vocabulary, a list of idioms, questions for conversation, a grammatical commentary in English, and several exercises. Ample information on U.S. business and office practice.

Used in Soviet departments of marine engineering for regular and correspondence courses. Can also be used independently if students have previous knowledge of English. Purpose is to teach English maritime terminology. Includes reading extracts on boilers, turbines, internal combustion engines, etc.
Exercises in translation and word study included. English abbreviations, mathematical symbols and metric conversion tables appended.


Comprehensive collection of commercial letters with about 300 models arranged in chapters dealing with circulars, applications for employment, requesting information, buying and selling, banking, stock-exchange, import and export, etc.


Includes material on: banking, shipping, customs, bookkeeping, commercial law, English legal procedure, letter writing, punctuation, American vs. British usage, etc. All discussion in Italian. Glossaries. Other versions published in English, French, German and Spanish.


One of the Bridge Series of slightly adapted reading materials for students at the fairly advanced level. Vocabulary is controlled but nearly all passages "retain the syntax of the original writers." Content is chiefly scientific and technological with numerous diagrams and illustrations. Notes on proper names and a glossary of the more difficult words.
A reading text for Italian trade schools. Assumes a working knowledge of English grammar and a vocabulary of about 450 common words. Introduces another 100 technical words in the first stage, 110 in the second stage, and 95 in the third. Readings are on simple technical subjects, using a great deal of conversation and many illustrations and marginal glosses in Italian. Readings followed by comments and questions. Alphabetical glossary and general technical questions at the end of the volume.

Prepared by the Soviet Institute of International Relations. First chapter on history and theory of translation, subsequent chapters on lexical and grammatical problems in English-Russian translation as well as discussion of various types of translation. Passage in English to be translated and a key to these translations appended.

A Russian-English glossary of technical terms and content. Some illustrations with bilingual captions.

A textbook to teach Russian translation of grammatical structure typical of technical English, especially electronics. For students who already have some control of English fundamentals. Analytic and grammatical notes, exercises and bibliography of sources.

A series of textbooks, five workbooks, and 532 pre-recorded tapes for an intensive Air Force English program. The first seven texts are designed for use overseas for training programs in which English is the language of instruction. The course has four main sections: a) General English Language Learning Materials (Beginning): seven volumes, 230 tapes, for 14 weeks of class and lab study. Has elaborations, drills, dialogs, readings, and diagrams and illustrations. b) General English Language Learning Materials (Intermediate): four volumes, 80 tapes, for eight weeks of class and lab study. Contains review of essential structures, readings, conversational exercises, dialogs, questions for discussion, and practice, etc. c) Technical Familiarization Materials: four volumes, 160 tapes, class and lab 'shred-out' study. The technical-flying series contains advanced lessons on such subjects as: principles of flight; the
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...reciprocating and jet engines; map reading; flight planning; etc. The instructor's Guide to the beginning series is planned to give the teacher help in the coordination of material, to emphasize drill, consistency of presentation, classroom techniques, etc. Also has some information on English intonation, verb forms, and a word-list. d) Aircraft and Equipment Maintenance and Supply: student study guide and workbooks. A series of very concentrated language and technical lessons. Some attempt at grading of language material, but subject matter given prime consideration. Some exercises on critical pronunciation points, grammatical structures, etc. Numerous illustrations of aircraft terms, forms, etc.


For foreign cadets. Practical graded English course with some cultural and technical instruction included. Numerous drawings. Some transcription in modified IPA. Intonation carefully taught by raised line system. Fundamental American English E-Tape Text is a set of scripts of taped drills. Covers drill in pronunciation and basic structures taught in first few weeks of training. May be used as independent short course or as supplementary material. Some modified IPA transcription in the instructions, but emphasis is on production and discrimination. Exercises of various types.


A selection by a panel of lecturers in Egypt for use in universities, higher institutes and Senior Forms. Reading selections followed by glossaries, questions, and exercises. Section on writing a letter of application at the end of the volume.


Readings, glossaries and questions on Commerce, Economics and Political Science plus some of wider literary interest for students in universities, higher institutes and senior forms. Some American extracts.


The first two volumes of a three-year course for technical schools. Emphasis is, primarily on reading and writing, especially on technical and everyday subjects. Heavy reliance placed on similarities between Dutch and English in building introductory and practice exercises in grammar. Exercises are chiefly reading, fill in, and translation. Extensive glossaries in each volume. Attractive format, with many illustrations.


Language-oriented textbook teaching British Commercial English. Attempts made to keep text free of "commercialisms" detached from common use.
Chapters with comment and exercises on vocabulary, spelling, parts of speech, sentence analysis, punctuation, comprehension, composition, précis-writing, etc.


Conversations, readings, and exercises in the vocabulary and uses of the drama. Exercises in translation, suggestions for speeches and writing, and questions on reading. Some IPA transcription. Extensive word and phrase glossary.
American Readers

A reader for fairly advanced students containing adapted selections of American stories, essays, biographies. About 2000 of the Thorndike-Lorge list of the 3000 most frequently used words in written English are used, footnotes being used to explain less frequent words beyond this. Each selection has "discussion questions" to test comprehension, and a series of exercises on word study and grammar points which are followed by related composition exercises. Glossary at the end.

For adult students of the intermediate level. Controlled vocabulary based on Michael West's 1490 words. More difficult "new" words explained in footnotes. Brief comprehension exercises follow stories and dialogs. Vocabulary lists of "old" and "new" words at the end.

A collection of modern American short stories for advanced students. Each volume includes a short introduction and brief notes about each author.

A reader "for persons of mature college age." Assumes a recognition vocabulary of some four or five thousand words. Selections including poetry, almost all from well-known American authors, depicting American life and American history. Selections from American literature in the last section. Except in a few instances selections have not been altered. Exercises grouped around three headings: vocabulary or pronunciation, reading comprehension, and suggestions for writing. Last two require judgement and creative ability on part of the student, as well as comprehension, and compare with the type of exercise expected from superior freshman students in American colleges.

Written in a 3000-word-level vocabulary and with numerous photographs and drawings, this is an interesting account of U.S. economic growth.

A conversational reader for intermediate students. Each reading passage is illustrated and accompanied by exercises for oral practice. Brief reviews follow each five lessons and include pronunciation and intonation exercises, as well as questions on definitions and identification of cultural items. May be used independently or in conjunction with Audrey L. Wright's *Practice Your English.*


Part I has ten stories carefully adapted from American literature and presented in 24 selections, within an assumed vocabulary of approximately 2000 words. This is gradually increased to about 4000 words. Each selection has explanatory footnotes and multiple choice and true-or-false questions to test comprehension. Part II contains 24 chapters, each corresponding with one of the selections and intended to be taken with it. Some attention is given to separating major word classes, but stress is on word study. Emphasis given to the derivation of words, suffixes, prefixes and inflectional endings. A great variety of exercises accompany explanations in each chapter.


A series of simplified readers including *Stories by Washington Irving,* (2000 word level), *Selected Stories by American Authors,* (2000 word level), *Stories by O. Henry,* (3000 word level), *Stories by Jack London,* (3000 word level) and a few others. Stories are followed by short exercises.


For adult foreigners who have had at least one year of English. Each essay is followed by questions and exercises on content, vocabulary, etc. Also has an introductory study-guide for the student and for the teacher.


Collection of brief biographies of important men in U.S. history from Columbus through the Civil War. Simply written for intermediate adult students. Vocabulary and syntax controlled. Exercises check comprehension, build vocabulary, and suggest topics for paragraph writing.
A reader with exercises, footnoted vocabulary, and word index. American cultural content. Exercises, placed at the end of the volume, include vocabulary quizzes, comprehension questions, and questions for discussion and composition.

Dixson, Robert J. American Classics. 10 vols. New York: Regents, 1953-.
A set of graded readers adapted and simplified from well-known American novels. Each reader has approximately 125 pages and contains exercises and vocabulary drills. The volumes available are: The House of the Seven Gables, by Nathaniel Hawthorne (750 words); Moby Dick, by Herman Melville (1000 words); Murders in the Rue Morgue and The Gold Bug, by Edgar Allan Poe (1200 words); The Pathfinder, by James Fenimore Cooper (1400 words); The Outcasts of Poker Flat, The Luck of Roaring Camp and Other Stories, by Bret Harte (1600 words); The Hoosier Schoolmaster, by Edward Eggleston (1800 words); The Portrait of a Lady, by Henry James (2000 words); The Rise of Silas Lapham, by William Dean Howells (2200 words); Huckleberry Finn, by Mark Twain (2400 words); and The Red Badge of Courage, by Stephen Crane (2600 words).

First two of a set of simplified readers with vocabulary range of 1200 and 1600. The next two in the group, still in preparation, covering vocabulary range of 2000 words and 2400 words. Designed to give simple, readable information about the geography and territorial growth of the United States, her famous men in history, business and industry, and some of the institutions, customs and traditions of her people. Each book is independent in content, and could serve as supplementary reading material for students at various stages of learning English as a second language.

Each book covers ten aspects of American life or history in twenty lessons, half of which are introduced by a reading passage and the others by a conversation. Exercises include content questions, vocabulary drills, punctuation practice, sentences for repetition, and, in Volume 2 topics for discussion. Accompanying tapes are available from the author.

Selections of English literature written by Australian, African, Filipino, Indian, and West Indian authors. Each section begins with an introduction to the country or area, followed by a sampling of the literature, a list of suggested student projects, and a selective bibliography. Includes short stories, poems,
and a few novels. Provides interesting reading material for advanced foreign students.


A series of edited and abridged readings from *Reader's Digest* mainly for adults. Base vocabulary is restricted to about 1000 words, and each volume adds about 350 new words. Vocabulary exercises and comprehension questions at the end of each reading. For *Books Three* and *Four*, glossary and answer keys at end of books; separate glossary and answer key for other books. *Reader's Digest* also provides a series, *Reading Skill Builders* which is not planned specifically for non-native speakers. These are graded at five levels from Grade 2 to Grade 6, with two parts to each grade. There is a teacher's edition to each part.

*Ladder Editions.*

Special editions of books in science, literature, popular fiction, and world affairs prepared for use as readers by non-native speakers of English. Although a variety of publishers produce this series, a general format is maintained. Vocabulary level ranges from 1000 to 5000 words, with the more difficult words defined in the back of each book. These editions are available at a cost of ten cents or the equivalent in local currency. For sale only outside the United States. A catalog of the material, publishers, and distributors abroad may be obtained without cost from R. R. Bowker Co., 62 West 45th Street, New York 36, N.Y.


Texts consist of a Foreword, simplified readings to enable illiterate adults and retarded readers to read the Bible, and a word-list.


Based on list of 1700 most useful words in *Streamlined English* by Frank C. Laubach. "Suitable for English speaking new readers who have finished *Streamlined English I*, or a comparable course of study. Also for persons who have studied English as a second language for at least a year." Simplified vocabulary in 15 reading selections. List of new words. Old Testament stories. See also Lawson, Shirley.


Part of Laubach series of simplified readings with word-list.


Reading selections for intermediate or advanced foreign students. Cultural
content American. Following each selection are four sets of exercises including questions on the reading passage, questions containing vocabulary of the passage in a new context, vocabulary exercises, and suggestions for composition. Some instructions on the use of the text in the Preface.


A volume of plays adapted from seven short stories by American authors. Intended for use in advanced courses. Each play is prefaced by a short biographical sketch of the author, descriptions of the characters, and suggestions for sound effects and is followed by exercises on content and vocabulary. Pre-recorded tapes of the text of each play are available from the publishers.


A set of readings about the life of an American family. For intermediate or advanced students. Each reading followed by a variety of exercises and a fill-in vocabulary. Numerous review lessons, and cumulative fill-in glossary at the end of the volume. No transcription. Original Spanish version was published by the Centro Colombo-Americano in Bogotá.

---


A reader for beginning students at the high school and adult levels. 900-word vocabulary range. Each of the ten lessons consists of a narrative passage and a short play, with repetition, substitution, and question-and-answer drills designed to develop fluency and vocabulary.

---


Reading selections simplified for beginning students at high school and adult levels. Readings followed by drills, exercises, and dramatization for dialog practice. Limited to a vocabulary of 600 words. Vocabulary at the end, with space to fill in equivalents in native language.

---


Selections suitable for early intermediate students of secondary school age told within a vocabulary of 1500 words. Each selection is divided into three parts: a biography of the individual, a significant incident from his life, and a short play to be acted in class. Exercises include comprehension, definitions of words, writing original sentences with given words, forming questions, etc. Pronunciation exercises are mainly repetition after the teacher.

---


A reader for intermediate high school and adult students of English. Each of the eight units consists of a narrative describing the work of a foreign
specialist on a visit to the U.S. and a related short play to be acted out in class. Repetition and substitution drills follow each narrative and play. Vocabulary range is 1200 words of high frequency.


A handbook for immigrants and new citizens, consisting of somewhat simplified readings on American history, politics, the legal system, and naturalization processes. Each reading followed by a set of questions and answers on content. Appendix has a list of terms, the names of states and presidents of the United States, patriotic songs and pledges, American holidays and forms of address to public officials.


A group of stories and magazine articles with slightly simplified vocabulary and syntax for intermediate students. Some idioms are allowed to remain and are explained in footnotes. Comprehension questions on each reading.


A set of American readings, short stories, plays, poems, speeches and essays for advanced foreign students. Each reading is preceded by a short introduction and followed by exercises for speaking or writing.


Twelve stories adapted from American history and literature for intermediate level foreign students. Teaches vocabulary within the framework of controlled sentences, and emphasizes "active" language ability. A comparatively intensive amount of work is planned to follow each selection. Each story has word study lists, questions for oral and written practice, "summary sentences" for oral laboratory practice, and a variety of vocabulary exercises, some based on "word form charts" which appear with each group of exercises. Tapes available.
Dictionaries


The largest of the three Hornby dictionaries for foreign students, prepared for advanced students and teachers of English. Entries include IPA transcription, simplified definitions, key to the verb pattern, and many illustrations. Concentrates on current English of educated persons in Britain and the United States, but includes certain archaic words employed in literary context and scientific and technical words occurring commonly in non-specialized periodicals. Introductory notes include information on spelling, stylistic values, pronunciation and stress, and the verb patterns.


Newly revised edition of a good standard dictionary for college students and general readers. Contains 132,000 head words and 1500 illustrations. Entries include pronunciation, definitions with the most common meaning appearing first, etymologies, and often synonyms.


A new edition of the famous, small "register of current English." Useful for advanced foreign students. Emphasizes British English in current usage and allots space to words "in proportion to the frequency and variety of their use." Definitions precise but not always simple. Many illustrative quotations. Pronunciation and stress marked. Rudimentary etymologies.


An American adaptation, simplification, and modernization of Fowler's classic reference work. Arrangement of material is the same as Fowler's.


Historical treatment of "those words and meanings of words which have been added to the English language in the United States." Begun in 1944, using the Oxford English Dictionary, English Dialect Dictionary, and Dictionary of American English as points of departure. Quotations illustrate usage, with earliest meaning listed first. Words in combination are listed according to both the first word and last word of the group. Infrequent indication of pronunciation; uses IPA transcription where it is given.
A comprehensive and up-to-date guide to “questions of grammar, word preferences, effective style, punctuations, idiomatic phrases, spelling.” The usage treated is spoken and written, educated, formal and slightly informal. The approach is descriptive. Standard organization of material.


One of the three Hornby dictionaries for foreign students. Useful for intermediate reading and composition (illustrations of usage). IPA transcriptions. Simplified definitions. Contains 11,000 headwords and 300 illustrations.

Over 150,000 entries in this new dictionary. Definitions listed according to currency of use, not historical priority. Entries include etymology, pronunciation, labels of level, currency, field, style and locality, synonym and antonym lists, cross-references, and some special notes on grammar and usage. Introductory material includes essays on the history of the English language, English grammar, and pronunciation variants. The same publisher also publishes a high school and junior dictionary.

All entries explained, described, defined or loosely rendered within the Basic vocabulary of 850 words plus 50 “international words.” Over 20,000 items with over 40,000 “general” meanings selected from “the English of Library, Radio, and Newspaper.” Pronunciation (Educated Southern British, transcribed in “simpler” IPA. Pictures supplement explanations.

The same information as a standard Thesaurus—synonyms, antonyms, and related words, arranged alphabetically for easier use. Colloquial, slang, and dialectal forms are included, noted as such. Two pages of foreign phrases with translations and references to the English categories to which they apply.

Especially prepared for students of English as a foreign language. Explains the meanings of 24,000 items (18,000 words and 6000 idioms) within a
vocabulary of 1490 defining words, which are given in appendix. Special attention paid to words like "get," "put," "take." Self-explanatory derivatives and compounds omitted. Digits used to indicate vowel sounds. Illustrated. Also available in paperback (Longmans).


This is a corrected re-issue of New English Dictionary on Historical Principles. A monumental work, collected and published over a period of about 40 years and considered the most complete and authoritative work of its kind. Based on the application of the historical method, it traces the development of the English language for the last 800 years. Citations for the earliest use of words and subsequent developments of meanings to show the history of each word.


The simplest and smallest of Hornby's three dictionaries for foreign students. Gives simple definitions with "only a general indication of the meaning" of 8,500 headwords. No pronunciation indicated.


Synonyms and antonyms in American and British usage. Organized on the same lines as Roget's original "collection of words . . . arranged not in alphabetical order, as they are in a Dictionary, but according to the ideas which they express." Index at back of book is an aid to finding items. There are 990 heads in this edition, but the vocabulary is enlarged by some 50,000 entries.


Contains 80,000 entries, including colloquial and slang expressions, noted as such. Most common meaning defined first. One of a series of dictionaries prepared for the use of students. Also available are the Thorndike-Barnhart beginning dictionary, junior dictionary, advanced junior dictionary, college dictionary, and comprehensive desk dictionary (2 vols.).


A dictionary, not connected with the Merriam-Webster dictionaries, with
up-to-date coverage of terms for the general reader. Names of persons and places included in the main body of materials. Phrasal entries of colloquialisms and slang, with careful notation of usage levels. "The English Language" by Harold Whitehall prefaces the dictionary. The same publisher also issues an elementary dictionary.


Contains 130,000 entries with 20,000 new words and meanings. Uses descriptive approach. Gives definitions with earliest meanings first, etymologies, pronunciations, derivations, often synonyms and antonyms, and illustrations. Appendices include a pronouncing gazetteer, biographical names, forms of address, abbreviations, given names, and sections on spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and a vocabulary of rhymes. Other Merriam-Webster dictionaries include _Webster's Elementary Dictionary_ and _Webster's New Secondary School Dictionary._


Contains 450,000 entries, including 100,000 new words or meanings with considerably expanded scientific and technical vocabulary. Descriptive approach—all variants of pronunciation are listed. New style of "analytical one-phrase definitions" with the earliest meaning given first. Revised pronunciation key. Many verbal illustrations from mid-twentieth century writings. Pictorial illustrations include 3000 in black-and-white and 20 color plates. Includes 52 tables of special information and sections on spelling, plurals, capitalization, italicization, the writing of compounds, punctuation, forms of address, and abbreviations.
Tests and Examinations


Tests of 100 or 150 items each, covering word order; noun, adjective, and pronoun forms; verb tense, modals; verbals; ellipses; prepositions; and "idioms." Form U-A is used only for the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State. Forms E, F, G, H, and I are used only for BECA and the Agency for International Development. Forms A, B, C, D, out-of-print.


A sixty item test of general vocabulary and two-word verbs. Use of tests limited to the Agency for International Development and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State.


Each test consists of two parts with 20 items each. Part I: Answering Questions; Part II: Understanding Statements. These tests are limited in use to the Agency for International Development and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State.


Candidate is rated on comprehension, pronunciation, grammar and word-order, vocabulary, and general speed of speech and sentence length. Use of the test is limited to the Agency for International Development and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State.


A two-part test of vocabulary and aural comprehension items. Use of this test is limited to the Agency for International Development.


A 60 item test of vocabulary, two-word verbs and reading comprehension. These tests are used only for the Agency for International Development and the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the Department of State.

These examinations are open only to candidates whose mother tongue is not English. The Certificate of Proficiency in English consists of an oral test (dictation, reading, and conversation) and a written test (English Language, Use of English, or Translation and English Literature, Science Texts, British Life and Institutions, or Survey of Industry and Commerce). Certificates in three grades (I, II, III) awarded.

The Lower Certificate in English is intended for candidates over the age of 16. It includes an oral test (Dictation, Reading, and Conversation) and a written test (on Prescribed Books or Translation to and from English, and English Composition and Language). Certificates of Pass are awarded.

Past question papers for the above examinations available from Educational Supply Association, Ltd., Pinnacles, Harlow, Essex. Both examinations are held twice a year.

The Diploma of English Studies is held once a year and is for those who have at least a Grade II in the Certificate of Proficiency in English and have studied further for 18 months. The subjects of the examination are: I. Written (including essays and translations), II. Discussion of the Course of Reading, III. Command of Spoken English, and IV. Phonetics of English which is optional. Certificates of three grades are awarded. Prescribed texts and past question papers obtainable from the Syndicate.


A copy of the proficiency examination (taken overseas) together with a commentary on the results and extracts from student papers of varying degrees of proficiency. Test items were: a letter; a short composition; a reading passage with comprehension questions. Discussion also refers to trends over previous years.


Designed to be administered in two sessions requiring a total of 270 minutes. Book I measures reading comprehension, aural comprehension, and pronunciation. Book II treats English composition, and Book III tests scientific vocabulary and nonverbal reasoning. Manual, Practice Booklet, Norms also available.


A sixty-minute paper-and-pencil test of 150 multiple-choice items on a number of frequently used patterns of form and order. An accompanying manual is available. No norms or data on reliability.
[English Language Institute.] *ELI English Achievement Series.* Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. of Michigan, English Language Institute, 1963.

A series of nine 50-multiple-choice-item objective tests for determining the level of achievement of foreign students with regard to the following three texts of Lado-Fries, "Intensive Course in English": *English Sentence Patterns, English Pattern Practices,* and *Lessons in Vocabulary.* The series covers three linguistic areas: vocabulary, grammar, and aural comprehension. Each of these is further divided into three tests, A, B, and C, which cover units of ten lessons from the texts. The *Examiner's Manual* contains an explanation of the test series, the instructions for administering and scoring the examinations, the scripts for the three Aural Comprehension Examinations, and a sample test. A magnetic tape recording for use with the Aural Comprehension Examinations is available.

---

*Examination for the Certificate of Proficiency in English.* Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. of Michigan, English Language Institute, 1953-.

Consists of 150 multiple-choice items on grammar, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. The examination is given in cooperation with the U.S. Information Service, and is administered once a year at binational centers. The test may be used only for this yearly administration.


An eleven part 150-item examination designed to test the student's knowledge of basic grammatical patterns.


Presents six types of vocabulary tests and exercises: pictures, word in sentences, synonyms, definitions, opposites, and word-formation. The words tested all appear in Michael West's *General Service List of English Words.* An answer key is provided.


Scientific tests of reading vocabulary. The three forms are of equal difficulty but of different vocabulary. Median scores and explicit directions are included.


A thirty-minute silent reading comprehension test consisting of fifty multiple-choice items, thirty-two of which measure paragraph comprehension. A folding key is provided for simple scoring. No data on reliability.


A forty-minute test consisting of 60 three-choice items. Stimulus is read aloud by the examiner and students record their responses on answer sheets. Pro-
ficiency and progress norms available. Items carefully developed on the basis of special comprehension difficulties.

A 100-item test aimed at specific pronunciation difficulties of Spanish-speaking students.

The same type of test as Robert Lado's Test of Aural Perception for Latin-American Students except that the problems are those of Japanese students.

Developed for West African students at the School Certificate level. Have been used by the West African Examinations Council. Each test has three parts: reading, comprehension, conversation. Tests pronunciation of segmentals as well as stress in pronunciation. Distribution tables of norms at the end.

Includes tests for the following: (1) general ability, (2) reading, (3) natural sciences, (4) social studies, and (5) language usage, all of which have equivalent A and B forms. Parallel forms are available in Spanish. Tests of general ability and reading have separate forms for primary, intermediate, and advanced levels.

A set of exercises and tests for use in English classes in Norway, presumably for younger children. Exercises are chiefly fill-in-blanks, with a few rewrites. Some attention given to lexicon, although greatest emphasis is grammatical.

For foreigners preparing for the Cambridge Lower Certificate. Three parts with papers below, at, and above Lower Certificate level respectively. In each paper are questions on various points of grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, etc. Marking scheme for Parts I and II. Teacher's key published separately.

A battery of five diagnostic sub-tests which include: Listening Comprehen-
TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS

Forty sample General Certificate of Education examination papers at "Ordinary Level," based on those actually set in recent years. Part One deals with the Essay. Part Two contains a passage for summarizing, and various exercises and questions on it.

Included in the ten part test are sound discrimination, incomplete sentences, and word fluency which are timed and given by tape. The remaining parts are to be completed in 75 minutes; general and scientific reading comprehension, written stress, sentence structure, scrambled text and vocabulary synonyms. The test may be used only by permission of its authors.

Upshur, John, et al. Michigan Test of English Language Proficiency. 3 Forms. [Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. of Michigan, English Language Institute], 1961-64.
Used for predicting academic success of non-native speakers of English, this is a 100 item objective test of grammar, vocabulary, and reading comprehension. Norms are derived scores for college students classified under different academic levels and fields of specialization. Form A for sale through Follett's Michigan Book Store. Forms B and C are "for the sole use of the English Language Institute Testing Service or its authorized representatives."
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